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華嚴經˙善財童子五十三參的故事
ಒϥġġᔕթߞ

ԙ

賢度法師
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ᔔըߝޱ՝ᇭِᏰড়ȂтӰ࣏ட
ंȮᎈԅᝒߞݲငȯՄᜌுΟȺ
ּॱߠᛳѻȻȂஊᒱᜋΙϸж
ࣨȃЈΡಀҡޟᇭِȂΟ၌тঈϱ
ЖࡦޟདȂᄇܻᓍᐠ࡙ϽȃӰࢊ
ఀޟఀᏰώհџᇳுЖᔖЙȄ
็υငҥ՞ШйࡾޟЕȂپ
ڗႀ٨ቅೋॶޟȗՌӵ࠲ȄЖ
ϛӉޟᔔըߝޱȂғӵ७ᄇԙ
νΰޟᏰҡȂᖿ၌Ȯᎈԅᝒݲ
ߞငȯȄ็υ࡞ཐᑹ፸Ȃདौ
ӵᇭِᏰΰήђЉȂܚоΪϷཱ৾
ޟөᔔըߝޱഥᙄȃԊȂٮиө
ߝ݂ߒޱтϐีΟߡᑴӻᛳέᙣέ
ඪЖȄᔔըߝޱ᠙ڗ็υޟ
֙ҩࡣȂҳ։ᚔΟৱυ৴Ȃٖڗ
тޟၭࠉȂϤᡝӴޟഥᙄȂάװ
Ӫິ߆ॷޟȃੵȂඹҀӵт٘ޟ
ΰȂٮᆎᢚ็υΙ՝ܛգ
ݲȃ៉գኋޟڼΡȄ
ᔔըߝޱᇭ१Жߝ֙ޟວ็
υȂ࣏٘ΙএգךυȂॶӑौี
ඪЖȂौоᝒգπȃԙ൷ಀҡ࣏
кौώհȄषΟႀܒݲȂਂ၌Ι
ϸಀҡཾޟӰݎൢȂᄂ፺༫ᅖᙡ
ȂቺՌีޟσȂ߬ЖھȂ
Ο၌գݲઍဎȂ൷࣏ΪП፝գܚ
ᏹ܈ȂᇄΙϸᙡҁ้Ȃά࣏Ιϸ
ထ፱ȃЈȃΡܚӓӣԈ៖Ȃཱ৾ټ
ᎴȄظυȂձौޣၾȈ

ၾ

ᙡԃσӴȂ࣏ಀҡቨߝਲ਼Ȅ
ᙡԃσȂٺಀҡᆋኈшᅖȄ
ᙡԃРȂලྱಀҡڏٺுฒ
໔සኋᇄӎ݂Ȅ
ᙡԃౡȂᄩӅ៳ॖȃ៳Ȅ
ᙡԃౡЬȂᐶᅾಀҡרޟஈȃ
רᄚȄ
ᙡԃσȂ६ฒ໔ഽּߦݲȄ
ᙡԃৱȂᏲЕಀҡ෮ႆଜࢻ
ڗႀ۬܄Ȅ
ᙡԃᐝወȂٺಀҡுо෮ႆҡ
ԫσȄ
ਢ็υَࣼᔔըߝޱᖛΰȂ
ีюΟසኋޟӎًȂලྱένσν
жࣨȂζྱ߫ΟಀҡཌྷޟЖȄ

τРኅդᝓစڣಒϥΫή!!ᚕзࠣಒήΫΥϟΚ!!ಒ22ୱ!Τ፞Ԅٿ
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ᝓစୱ๏ᇅ ϲৡ
ȲᚔжࠢȳȮᝒငȯϛޟΠνএওߞݲȂҥලኋᙡ࣏࿋
ᐠಀфಀҡөල፱ᙡี୰ȂᖂӓีюΟΠԻএ୰ᚠȂՄල፱ᙡ
ܻؐএ୰ᚠϛᇳюΟΪএ๎ਰȂ։ΪএওߞݲȂ࢈ӒࠢငΙӓԤ
ΠνএߞݲȂԙ࣏ΟȶලኋΠԻ୰Ȃල፱ڍνႍȷٹޟၗȂࡣΡ
ंᝒငޟΙএ१ौࡾࠒȄ

ಒΫΚୱʂե๊࣐ΫᆎΤ፞Ԅٿȉ
ငМȞQ266MM5ȟȈգυȊᙡኞຩᙡԤΪᆍΣȂΣ፝ԃپȄդ้࣏Ϊȉ
ܚᒝȈ

2ȅ! ΤณᜟԚҔញȇ
3ȅ! Τณᜟᙾݳᎉȇ
4ȅ! ΤณᜟР߰ݳȇ
5/!

Τณᜟৰրॲᖑȇ

6ȅ! Τณᜟ።݉ಁҢȇ
7ȅ! ΤณᜟઢΩՍӶȇ
8ȅ! Τณᜟᆎᆎৰրٙȇ
9ȅ! Τณᜟήȇ
:ȅ! ΤณᜟΩณࣨܛȇ
21ȅ! Τณᜟұ౫ᅆȄ
࣐ΫȄᙢпԫΤήзΚϹԄٿȄ

មНȞW28Q75M7ȟ;
ԃܚپᜌுݎޟȂӒȶΣȷݎȂܚᒝȶգኈՌᝒȷȄԃپ
ឈਂڗՌϏЅΙϸಀҡȂԃپឈਂڗԇۤΙϸිᛳຫȄȶҡȷᇄ
ȶԫȷҏپϚΠȂϚஈȶҡȷپޟᖝȂծܹήȶԫȷޟ७ᖝȄ
ԃپЖცԃԪᘗσȂԃپϞഽ໌ցтϞȂΣฒᙽݲᎈȂ
2
ԃܚپᜌޟڗശଽ՝ȂԃپάоΤғၾ!࣏၌ಳฒ݂ᆹྮޟȂ
ᕕு఼ྞޟცࣨȄоԃپՄِȂȶΣȷݎȂݎ՝ـതΟȄณ
ՄᇄࠉΪ୰ࣺӣȂȶΣȷޱȂ։ܚ܄ওܚרওȂϣࣺၥઉȄ౪װ
ࠉΪ୰ȶΣ፝ᙡȷЅϬΪ୰ȶΣ፝ԃپȷհΙߒШၶ໌ڏഽȈ

Τ፞ᙢІΤ፞ԄٿϟໍാЩၷ
No.

ℍ媠厑啑

ℍ媠⤪Ἦ

1

ℍ㛔栀

ℍ䃉怲ㆸ㬋奢

2

ℍ埴

ℍ䃉怲廱㱽廒

3

ℍ倂

ℍ䃉怲㕡ὧ㱽

4

ℍ媠㲊伭囄

ℍ䃉怲ⶖ⇍枛倚

5

ℍㆸ⯙

ℍ䃉怲婧㚵䛦䓇

6

ℍⶖ⇍栀

ℍ䃉怲䤆≃冒⛐

7

ℍ䧖䧖妋

ℍ䃉怲䧖䧖ⶖ⇍幓

8

ℍ匲♜ἃ

ℍ䃉怲ᶱ㗏

9

ℍ䤆≃冒⛐

ℍ䃉怲≃䃉䓷

10

ℍ䣢䎦⍿䓇

ℍ䃉怲䣢䎦㴭㥫

оΰΪᆍΣ፝ᙡЅΪᆍΣ፝ԃپȂฒᅸޱڍԙ൷ՌցցтȂ
ᙡϚӣΨȂΝՍԃپо᠌ѽП߯Ȃࣺ٘ᡐܾ৯տȂડ
Σۡฒ܁ՄϚցȂΝԃپоසኋࢾொ၌ᆍᆍߞݲȂ໌Ι؏Ұ౪
ᅅ࣏๖ڏՓ٘ޟ౪ȄณՄȂԃپϞӎȂז៖жΡȇᙡᗶҐ
ڗգ՝ҐـതȂՄԃپϞҰ౪ᅅસ឴ـതȂℇ៉ܛᒲՌցցт
ϞఀݲȂݎϛΣȂ༫ᅖȄ
ΤғၾȈԃپᇯ࣏ौٖΰғឈϞߞȂ҆ौоғَȞғጂَޟ၌ȟȃғࡦȞસઍࡦޟདȟȃғᇭȞ
ޟᇭِȟȃғཾȞғ࿋ޟώհȟȃғڼȞӫ౩ޟငᔼȟȃғᆠ໌Ȟᑖྃޟᆠડȟȃғ܈Ȟઍ౩
߬ޟӉȟȃғۡȞᕫۡޟҡࣀȟ้ΤᆍғၾўওᏰȂϗுڗ၌ಳՌӵȄ
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जᝓጹަ՟ࡼЉӱݳ৲Κ๊ᢏኟϡ
зࣩդఁჅթཽල٩៍ћзࣩईᆌཽݳᄳ්ဒϟਢ!!!!!!
6Т8РՍ22Рछᝒጸޥ՞ࡻ
ЈӰݲৱӵЈჿݲৱЅЖཝۨρ
ޟഗӣήȂоᢎኞלޟԒюৰ
ᇄҥжࣨգఀჄըོӵ٨៌њ
ȞTsj.Mbolbȟᖞᒲޟኊઢգߠ
ԙၾ3711ԑइᆋོݲȄ
٨៌њ՝ܻӟ࡙ࠒᆒȂӵӴ౩
ΰ឴ϛٳಠࠒޟٳഋȂުϛ܁
ήࣼ٨៌њȂᆦՓޟ৬ᔏਗ਼ӵ
ᙢՓޟӟ࡙ࢷΰȂםԃΙᗻЫᅎ
࠭௮ӵӟ࡙ࠒПȄӰԪೝᆎ࣏ӟ
࡙ࢷΰੵޟȂᙟᆎᓂ៌Ȃភख़
Թѻգෆέ࡙അԪӴȂӣਢζ
নۖգఀശ१ौޟஅӴϞΙȂ
ӰԪٺுএ৬ᔏڗڧΟྃଽޟ
ཱ१Ȅ

ऋগ)ۃDpmpncp*ȂߖΠΪӻ
ωਢޟแॴȂᇄЅਢΰޟ
৯ȂඁငᙽȂӵ࿋Ӵਢ
6Т8РޟঞΙਢڗႀҬޟӴȂ
ӵώհΡষήڗپᐠൟິޟ
ᇽࡉȂҥடΡ࣏σಀᒲ౩ΣცЙ
៉ȄЙ៉ᒲׂࡣȂ߯ॸֲҥσོ
Ԋ௶ޟடٙࠉ܁ਡᓢȂᅾᆓ࿋ਢ
јۇঞ3;41ϷȂࠓᡙَݼഊ
ϫٙЫᓸȃΡዘᅨپ܁Ȃ
ϴٙᇄέᎈၷࡊޟኞԜٙӵϴ
ၯΰऎతȂທၾΰߨலዥᏃȂন
پၯΡ࣏ኊઢգߠထՄ
য়ႀҍȂᄕۇϚȂϚཛྷ

6Т6РޟႭ՞ࡻݲৱΙΡ
้Ȃҥέѿॷڗ෫ȂӔഊင
ّȂڗႀҬޟӴ٨៌Ђॶޟ

τཽԋ௷௦ᐡࡠܤ

Djoobnpo!Hsboet!Ipufm-!ѵᢏ

գఀড়Ȃၖޟգఀ৶ڗџ
َȄӔငΙএӻωਢޟٙแ߯ڗ
ႀήᄽޟନ۹Djoobnpo! Hsboet
Ipufm-DpmpncpȄ࿋רঈᒲ౩ԁ
Σ՞Й៉ࡣȂϐင఼6;61Ϸ
ΟȂσོ॒ΡࡾҰ7;41ҢԞ
ᓡȂ9;11ൢڗȂܻݲৱঈ൷ୁ
ҢႆԞᓡȂϗўӄаړȂྥ
9;11ൢࡣڗӫσོԊ௶ޟΙϸ
Зཞ۩ςᇅ՟ࡼݳ৲
ࣀଢ଼Ȅ
ӣޟӴПپᇽȄ॒Һޟ
6Т8РԞΰΤਢۖᒲ౩ൢڗЙ ώհΡষࠌԔܻԊ௶ΙߝٲՂ
៉Ȃ࿋ЈϫԤ࡞ӻёޱϷտ σኈЅິᇽоؽড়ٙȃωٙܖ
ϚӣӴୢپڗȂൢڗࠌ೩ӵ ᓺਡٙϷտଚོڗൟȇՄڏѺپ
Djoobnpo! Hsboe! Ipufmޟঢ়ོ ՌϚӣӴୢȂၾൟݲޟৱЅ߬ಀ
ᢈȂώհΡষࠌԔܻӨ՝ᒲ ࠌԊ௶ॸ৴26ѮσਡၽБρࠉ
౩ิൢڗȄఏΰϲਢјҥжࣨ ܁ҬޟӴȄ
գఀჄըོફਪߝᆰᅴܜኈઽߝ
Ղ)Wfo/Qspg/!C/!Xjnbmbsbuibob!
Uifsp*೩ঢ়ܣȄ

ܼۺཽᢉఐ

ൠᓣѵΚِ

6Т9РԞΰҢႆԞᓡࡣȂ߯ྥര
юีࠉ܁༮ড়ᢈ)Ofmvn!
Qplvob! Nbijoeb! Sbkbqbltb!
Uifbusf/*ёᇫငइᆋོݲȄ
ӫӴᘈ൷ӵନ۹ޟσஆȂऎ
ᙢՓҕఊ݈၆ޟЍτȂЙࡻϚ
ӣড়ޟᇬጲถȂમӵσஆϚ

σघΪϷមޟٙแ߯ܰႀҬޟ
ӴȄಁࠉَܚȂେσޟኄൟȂΙ
ᐌӖଽଽޟᄯజ௮գఀఀᄯȂ
ఀᄯᓍॳՄឝȂᄯॴපߨலֵ
ᢎȄ࡚ᑞڍސਠѼσޟൢȂϷ
տоϛȂ़ȂЅ࿋ӴᇭِҰ
Ԫԩࣀଢ଼ޟҬޟȄՄᐌ৴࡚ᑞސ
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ࠌ֕ጸ߆ޑȂഥᆒ௮௶Ӗᐌ
ቆޟᐷ᠖ȂѺঈϷտоգఀᄯቾ
ޟϤᆍՓȈᙢȃ༁ȃऔȃҩȃ
ᐖՓܚಢԙȇऔՓӴ෧ࠌ⅞ᓢ
σߞΣοΙޢ᙭ᇐᐌనዂఘȄ
຺ႆΠԻӪऎҩՓҕఊ݈၆ޟ
ЍτȂϷտમӵዂఘڍਠȂኄ
ൟۖޢՍൟᓢϱޟғ७ΣοȂ
ӫඡ᠍ߔ໌ൟޟოᇽ࣏ٮтঈΙ
Ιտΰᜆ߆Ȅ

౩فჄ݈ޟჄಀȂࣥՍΰቹζֲ
ுബബޟȄ

ऽНબਫߞयມ

՟ࡼݳ৲րαᜇ߇ྦറໍൠ

ѪΙП७ӵσஆϱȂΙσတऎ
ҕఊ݈၆ظޟಀȂӵၰ༈ಛޟ
ȶჂᇆȷȂჂᖐൃЈȂݥዥ
ᏃȄ࿋רঈ໌ΣᅋᖿᢈޟਢঐȂ
ԞϐֲᅖΟኵоԻॎऎϚӣӴ

इᆋོݲۖਢȂࡉϱޟᐷӎᄚ
ᄚུήپȂॱዅ৸৸ଔȂᇆᗐ
ষᓍॱዅܯଔᇆȂҀᄍ൷ӵ
ᇆଢ଼ϛጥጥܜଔȂգߠޟထȂ
ց༱ޟᔣЅΙټਹᅚᅚ֕
౪ӵσಀϞࠉȄΙᎈඡᖐֶᚕ
ϚୄޟରӎᐷȂइᆋσོוޟ
ᄍතȄжࣨգఀჄը़ོޟ
МફਪߝWfo/Qspg/Cfmmboxjmb!
Xjnbmbsbubob! Bovobzblb! Nbib
UifsbЅжࣨգఀჄըོོߝΟ
ϛߝՂϷտम᠍ߔຠȄ

зդཽཽߞΠϜߞՃयມ

ήپ൷ϬЈޟ१ᘈҬȈइ
ᆋོݲȄ

ࠓ༉դఁᇬစईᆌ

σོоϚӣӴ౩ᡝޟفಢտȂ
Ԋ௶ΰѮ࣏жࣨڷҁՄᇫငȄิ
ൟࠒו༈գఀȃᗺգఀȃ

ᙠ༈գఀЅᅕ༈գఀȄ࿋ϛҥо
ᅕ༈գఀΡኵശӻȂᖂಛڧ
Οᅕ༈գఀфߒΟϛߝՂᗜپ
ڗգࠉᝦټȄᐌএइᆋོݲᝒ
१ȄѮΰӵइᆋȂѮήޟო
ᇽȂһฒϷࣨȂᆍఊȂΙቆӫ
ඡȂᓍѮΰޟфߒ܈ᇫȂхᐌ
এቑ᠖ဋӵΙаఛॱ࿋ϛȄ
इᆋོݲ༫ᅖࡣȂᇆᗐღҢቚ
߫ޟ༈ಛᅈᖐЅჂᖐளଢ଼ᇆᗐ
᠍ଚოᇽΙΙᚔൟȄσघΪϤ
ϷមٙแࡣȂרঈ߯ ڗႀ  
۹)Xbufst! Fehf*ҢϛȂϿ
ᓡҥWfo/Vevxf! Eibnnbmplb
UifspټᎴȄήϿࠉ܁ᚔॶघ
έΪϷមٙแޟഷܜѻٳσԋ
)Lfmbojzb! Ufnqmf*Ȃգߠ

αშ;!ᙡ༉դఁᇬစईᆌ
ίშ;!ᅖ༉դఁᇬစईᆌ
സܝѼٴτԌҔߟ

έԩڗ٨៌њ)ᙟᆎᓂ៌*ਢ
ෆୄޟӴПȂкᡝ՝ܻഷܜѻ
ݬٳѡ۬ȂԪԋ٨៌њΪϲ
এ१ौգԋϞΙȄԤգ༱ڷσ
ྒྷȂ൜ᕓશҩȂถዂࠉԤᇃ
Սݬᄇ७Ȅݬᄇ۬ԤΙωգ༱Ȃ
༈ᇳգߠڏ၁ᜒϠഷܜѻٳ
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Ԍϲդ

дȂও༱ਢ၁ᙠܻڏȂω
գ༱ζ឴၎ԋޟΙഋϷȄྒྷϱߜ
ᆆᎃྵȂգಀӻȂԤΙ൵ᗡߜ
ޟσգȂσྒྷϛԤ࡞ӻᏩหІ
ࢎգߠࡇᖿգݲȂശತҁᏽ༄
ֵޟᢎൟ७ȄྒྷϱᗙԤֽ៳༭
ȃТ߫үȃਗ਼ᓏڇᏐоЅՓி
ᘀᢩޟ၆ႺᏩหȄᏩหජቸգߠ
ҡࠉ࢈ٱȃҏҡင࢈ٱоЅ٨
៌њգఀᑹ૾ޟᐣѬȄԃϬԋϱ
ϫԤҩՓց༱ЅछᝋޟᏩ
หȄؐഇТ༫ಊڐРȂ࡞ӻ߬৶
پԪइᆋȂϤТգߠҡТ࢈
ԤኵоνॎϞ߬৶တܻԪȂᝦ
߆इȂಯ᠙ᇳݲȄ

Зཞ۩ςᇅ՟ࡼݳ৲ឹܼᙣጹ߇ԌΤπ

ᢎׇഷܜѻٳσԋࡣ߯ᙽ
܁ᙢጸ߆ԋ!
ȞNbofmxbuub
UfnqmfȟȂ٨៌њΙӈ
ᖂಛਖᜒϞۢߘ࡚Մԙޟԋ
ȂլӴघΪϲҦȂᄇѴҺ
ߨல߯ցȄ3115ԑΜфݲд
ႀኞතᒓߝՂȞEibnnbLjuuij
Tbohibsbkb!Nbib!Obzblb!Uifsp*
ܻ3119ԑ2Т34РҰ՞ࡻ१
ӈҺпࡔᅴݲৱ! Ȟ! Wfo! Es/!
Hpebhbnb! Diboejnb! Obzblb
UifsbȟȂӵுߝՂӣཎϞ
ࡣȂݲৱؚۡԋӔ࡚ԙΙ
ܚӻϯϽޟሬգఀσᏰȂဒ
жࣨӨЅ٨៌њӨԋߝޟ
Ղᐊӈఀ௲Ȅהఖஊᒊӫࠒѕ
ᙠ༈έσԾգఀȂඪټӒжࣨգ
ఀѲಀךυΙএᏰಬׇᐌգޟݲ

ശـंٹᕗცȂϚϷσωॸȂϚ
Ϸ۠ࣂȂϚϷᝲȂஉᎴடཾޟ
ሬ҄ݲΡϗȄࡔᅴݲৱהఖ
ܚσᏰپஊԙ࣏ӒжࣨᏰ
ಬȃҺࢺȃᙚឍȃ҄පգߠғݲ
оЅ௰ኄգఀࣺᜰᏰȃȃ
МϽޟΙএ१ौᐃᘈȄ

ଉȄڍਠࠌֲᅖኵኵоԻॎޟШ
йȂࣼխྥരᇄήΙএࣀଢ଼Ȅ
רঈᙄࡶׇϞࡣ-߯ӨՌѲ໊
ᢎȄ࿋ЈఏᓡҥѮѕনۖգఀ
έኞӴఀܣོىȂҢႆఏᓡϞ
ࡣȂ߯๖ΟॶЈӻ࠼ӻிࣀޟ
ଢ଼"!ӱڗήᄽޟਡᓢϐငߖఏ
ΰΪΙਢΟȄ

࿋  רঈ ܰ ႀ ᙢ ጸ ߆ ԋ
)Nbofmxbuub! Ufnqmf*Ȃӑငႆ
Ιၾ࡞ߝ࡞ߝޟଟංȂΙএΙএ
औՓޟᐷ᠖՛ଔپȂ௶Ӗᐌቆ
ޟ௮ӵڍਠȂΣοޟӴПΙޢ
۽ժڗσྒྷȂלԙΙనߝߝޟऔ
ՓޟѼᓸȄգᄯ൷അԙᄯቿޟኺ
ᙣጹ߇ԌңᓢޠӵР

ᙣጹ߇Ԍྔϲդ

υȂӵσྒྷѴѲ໊፩ҳȂ࡞
ᝒȄΙ൵оσ౩үீ༭Մԙޟᔔ
գȂરৠџ௵ޟ७ᄇ໌پΡ
တȄӔࠉ܁ငႆΙనүᐝȂၮ
ႆΙనቶσࢺݬޟȂϗࣼࠉڗ७
ޟσྒྷȂΙ൵оҩ౩ү༭അюޟ
ភख़ԹѻգᆒֲӵғࠉПȄࠉ
پᙄࡶ߬ޟ৶ȂࠌԤપוӴоΪ
এΙ௶ȂΙ௶Ι௶Ӵөգ୰

6Т:РέȂԞΰΜਢσಀҢ
ԞᓡࡣȂ߯ۖᒲ౩ଝܘЙ
៉ȄΞਢέΪϷюีࠉ܁ᖂಛ
ۺȄ࿋ڗႀᖂಛࡣۺȂࠓᄂѪר
ঈσಁࣨȂӵஅܻ߳Ԋ౩ҥϞ
ήȂЙඪႫၗȂྱࣺᐠΙࡡϚு
ᛮள໌ൟȄ࿋໌ΣᖂಛࡣۺȂ߯
Ԋ௶ֲӵΙএσᙄஆϱȂѮΰ೩
Ԥգȃ้ࠢټȄڍਠࠌᘛܹΟ
࡞ӻාυȂӪߝޟՂσኈԃΟ
ϛݲৱȃኋݲৱȃ݂ӎݲৱȃ
җ߬ݲৱȃಝਲ਼ݲৱ้Ѕգఀღ
ᡝфߒԊ௶ֲӵѮΰȄ้Ѕ
ӻգఀࣀଢ଼ӵᖂಛЅΟϛߝՂ
मຠࡣȂ߯ҥᖂಛᜒଚकࠢ܈
ӨԋфߒȄ࿋ࣀଢ଼༫ᅖࡣȂσ
ོԊ௶σಀ߯ࠉ܁џগོۃដᢈ
ϿᓡȄᓡࡣ߯ଔแࠉ܁٨៌Ђ

੫
տ
ൢ
Ᏺ

੫
տ
ൢ
Ᏺ

 Π σ ࠲ Ȃ ՝ ܻ ϛ ഋ  ޟL b o e z!
)ஶඪ*Ȃߖέএωਢޟٙ
แȂרঈΟΙܻܚ3117ԑ!
ԙҳޟӪޟሬᏰਮ)Tsj
Diboeboboeb!
Joufsobujpobm
Cveeijtu! Tdippm*Ȃ! ԪܚᏰਮ

αშ; Bnbzb!Ijm
ίშ;!Bnbzb!Ijm

ርᏱਯѵᢏ

ޟᏰҡΙԑՍ24ԑȂᏰҡ
ঈڧգఀᏰఀىȂоϤ࣏ק
ҡࣀྥȂஉᎴՌ߬ȂՌࡡޟᆠ
ડȂᏰಬ७ᄇཱིਢфࢅޟᏽȄ॒
ޟωᏰҡऎ๙Փޟωՙ
၆ΰ༃Փޟሴளȇ֤ᇋӴ
ࡊΡଚΰࠢȂؐΙএᆠմ
џདྷȂ࿋Јޟఏᓡרঈ൷ӵ
ሬգᏰޟσᙄஆȂҥ! Wfo
Es/!Hpebhbnb!Diboejnb!Obzblb
Uifsb! ܣȄӵΙҢᓡϞᎷȂ
Ιݠ፬ᏰҡঈߒޟᅋȄσघΞ
ਢרঈ߯ᚔሬᏰਮȄҥܻԪ
ღޟΡኵ࡞ӻȂौϷԁඁਡ
ᓢȂϗৠઽ٥ቄӻΡȄרঈ࿋
ఏήᄽޟਡᓢ൷!Bnbzb!Ijmmt
SftpsuȄ

)ίࡠ៊*

जᝓጹަኋણդڑᙅ
პᇾᅗஇ េԄࣀ ٿଷЗ࠲

ཱི
ᆸ
ौ
ᒮ

ߝQfuf! NdIvhiȂထՙѿѿដ
ষԧཐҡᇍᖝкࡻڐᙄȂџᒝო
ᇽᅖஆȄ

՟ࡼݳ৲यᗃມ

࿋ЈོݲӵԞΰΤਢۖȂ৾
ҏޥкࡻЈӰݲৱሴಀලգ

घΪਢкᙄოᇽঈһച៉ܰႀོ
ൟȂӵޣᇽৱ۔ঈޟЕሴήڗጸ
ޥყਪᓢܣȂٮЕሴᇄ՞ࡻݲ
ৱོ७ȄΪਢΙڐړᙄۖȂࢹ
មέѤϞࡣȂ߯ҥΛ❘≐Bmfy
UjohҢᙡպॳ֚࠷᠍ߔዅԢȂ
ოᇽঈᓍॱዅᖐ৸৸໌ൟ൷
ѿକ; Ҁឋস-Ҁߞ-Ҁߞ-ߞ

ཱི
ᆸ
ौ
ᒮ

՟ࡼЉӱݳ৲௦ڨҀयޠۻዪޒ

՝ȄσಀΙଔөգᙡ୰ଉϞ
ࡣȂέᅈॱޟዅᅚᅚኬюȂσ
ಀӵ՞ࡻݲৱሴ୮ήȂᓍВᐷ
аΰޟԅᄍቆᖐ୮έᅈȂоԪ
ᅈႶᢚछέϞኈȄ
߯ҥΪΠ՝ဎώᙡঈȂ
٘ऎգఀ৶݈ޟ၆˕˕ߧȂಢ
ԙᝒਇҬϞӂȂԤԩוӴ௶
ੲюӖȂԂঈЙ௧ࠢټȂၖ
ᝒӴӵோපਇՆޟఛॱήȂܻ
գࠉᝦΰॷ߆ּݎȂइؑգРቨ
ᎃȊོޥಈڷȊڎգఀޟ੫
ՓȄᝦׇټࡣȂ߯ҥ՞ࡻݲৱ
Ϸտоϛ़Мम᠍ߔຠȂӣਢᙏ
ϭಝੜգྛپޟЅੜգਢᔖ
ԤޟЖ܈Ȅή߯پҥپᇽम

࿌ঢ়Љᒋݳ৲ࣁࠊᇴ݃

ຠȂߝߒҰጸޥӵᢊୢ௰ଢ଼
ݲᎈȂσಀԤԪЖޟࣳٷӴ
ПȂᄂӵΡϞᆋȄ
Խᅭ҆ႀѿѿߝKptf! FtufwftЅ
ѿߝQfuf! NdIvhiһϷտߒҰ
ᇄጸޥႆўڗ౪ӵΙޢᆰ
ࡻ࡞ԁޟᜰ߽Ȃ࡞ଽᑹюৰΙ

এᄇգఀ৶ԃԪԤཎဎࣀޟଢ଼Ȅ
ٮиᜒଚΙकޑ܈Ϡ՞ࡻݲৱ
܈ྱܯٮȄ

ཱི
ᆸ
ौ
ᒮ

Աߞ௦ڨखࠣ܉

Ծᅮ҇ႁҀҀߞQfuf!NdIvhi
௦ڨखࠣ܉

ྒྷஆݥޟೝ٥ோோޟੜգ℞
୮ᇫᖐϛܚԝីȂᝲϬЈੜգޟ
ࣀଢ଼Ȃ఼ଶӨΡ٘ЖԴ࠱Ȃྶณ
ΙཱིȂݲшᅖȂੜգࡣᇄོޱ
ؐΡάᕕᜒΙ౭ੜգЫ๖ጢȄ!!!!!!

ԧཐҡѿដষߒҰᄇጸޥԤӋ੫
ޟཐȂࣱӰڏઠӑถ՝ζټ
ۈӵԪȄӣਢߒҰϠԩࣀ
ଢ଼ཐ࡞ڗЖȄӵमଚकࠢ܈Ѕ
ࡣ܈ྱܯȂ߯໌Σੜգശ१ौ
ޟᕗȄᓍੜգ℞ॱޟዅ՞ࡻ

ҀឋসԨདҢҿឯ௦ڨखࠣ܉

ݲৱ߯ۖளሴσಀੜգȃή
پல՞፝՝ݲৱȃкᙄოᇽȃ
߬ಀঈ้Ȅᇄོσಀ࡞Ԥપ
וȂധೱӴᝒޟ୮ڷȂᐌএ

Bmfy!Ujoh!)Μ✮∦*

ཱི
ᆸ
ौ
ᒮ

जᝓጹަЉᒋ࿌ঢ়І࡚҅ଞ۩՟ࡼ
ሊ॔ѯіяৱິژᝓጹަϳΫ໋Ԓ౿ڑ
छᝒጸޥЈᒊ࿋ড়Ѕ࡙҄ଝ
ۨ՞ࡻܻ60703123ॸߝᄸੲᐠॴ
܁ѮѕȂ࣏ޟюৰѮѕᝒጸ
ޥ71໊ԑኊઢࣀଢ଼Ȅڍ՝ݲৱܻ
60903123఼ڗႀѮѕȂኊઢࣀ
ଢ଼ܻ60:03123ԞΰΞਢۖȂ
ԩኊઢࣀଢ଼ڼӪ࣏ȶᝒҦυ
ኊȅጸޥϲΪԑȷȂᐌএࣀଢ଼Ӓ
ۏဒΙடཾ೩ॎϴѧѓᒲȂ
ᖞγൟѴൟϱޟጫ೩ϚѫхΡՆ
ҬཱིᑗȂάшᅖգఀཎڨȂีථ
ڗடཾޟᆠᡜȄ

࿋ЈޟแוΰϿΞਢൢڗȂΞ
ਢέΪϷ፱࡙ီߝٱЕሴΪПო
ᇽЅ፝όߝՂΣ৴ȂσघΪਢέ
ΪϷЈᅋ՞ࡻႵีߒපޑϠѮ
ѕᝒጸޥ៖ݲၥᐣߝႀ31ԑޟ
ဎώᙡঈȂΰϿΪΙਢ
፝όߝՂีِᇳຳຠȂՄ፱࡙ီ
ߝٱमᗂຠѴᗙөᇄོޱൢ֙Ԥ
ᜰጸޥӵႆўϲΪԑپȂഺޥ

ՍϬٖႆޟၯЅܚுޟԙݎȂҐ
پϫ៉ө҄ݲȃఀىȃМ
ϽȃཏѲσཾסᗚ໌Ȃശࡣ
Јᅋ՞ࡻम๎ᗂຠȂкौᄇဎώ
ᙡঈߝޟЛࡻϠೃσޟ
ۡЅཐȄ

ܚᒝȶפዅਢӎৠܾႆȷȂԃ
Ι՛ޟኊઢࣀଢ଼ϱৠ࡞ޟפႆ
ўȂڗΟϿᓡਢȂጸޥᗜᇄ
ֲོॸޱσБڗጸॷᘍશຊᓢҢ
ᓡȂ۽ГϤৰȂڏϛछኈԎ
ღլΠৰȃϛӎ׃ԋღѲৰȃ
དྷգఀᖿஆΠৰȂڏᎷଶΟ
Ѯѕᝒጸޟޥ៖ۨݲρѴȂᗙ
Ԥසӎ୦ώᙛཾᏰਮȃϛӎ
Њྃਊོڞȃᝒᆠ้Ȃσড়
ᔼᔼΙஆȂΙٴҢᙴ൲ޟϿ
ᘍȂΙݠ፬ѮΰოᇽߒᅋȂ෮
ႆΟΙএ᠍ዅޟਢӎȂζَᜌΟ
ѮѕᝒጸޟޥᐣѬȂרঈࣺ߬
छԁޟپӵܣЙϛȄ

ݲ
ོ

ኇ

जᝓጹަః࡛ఽ݃ಋડཽݳ
࿋ḵฒπդٲԄݳೆᝓজڎւ
छᝒጸܻޥӵѲТΙРՍΤ
РȂΙΤЈᖞᒲࢌ఼݂۟ಊઠ
ོݲȂབತଡሉȂߒප׃ၾȂᙄ
ࡶగࣲΙഋȂάོܻݲ༫ᅖ
РᙄѮࠒσኈԋ՞ࡻ༈ݲৱ
кࡻ࿊ṟฑοգٱΙஆȄ
ོؐݲЈԞΰΞਢՍήϿѲਢ
έΪϷȂӓϷϤЛॷ໌ȄԪԩ
ོݲҥҏޥ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱЅ༈
ݲৱӓӣкݲȂѪல՞ݲৱѴȂ
ζᗜΟپՌࣄ؊ᕨȃࡐЅᢊ
ୢӻ՝ݲৱᇄӓӣሴಀᙥওȂ
ӓӣ୮ڷȂఛॱ఼ᅠᙓወȄёΰ

߬ಀዥၖޟᇄȂхԩగࣲݲ
ོڨݲઋณȄӓওݥଽ݁ȂႳ
ਢᐌএྒྷஆҡՓϚЍȂఛ୮ோප
Ϛ๘Ȅ
༈ݲৱάӵؐЈޟϛϿႆஆਢ
࣏σಀհᙏޟգݲҰȂڏ
ϛΙЈඪЅӵࠒ༈գఀϛȂӵড়
ۨρϚџоᇄݲৱӣਢ໌ॵȂ
Մоཱ৾ЖήၲټپᎴюড়
ಀȄϬЈȂӵ৴ޟӵড়ۨρঈ
ஊฒϷտӴȃҁ้Ӵᇄӵ৴፝՝
ݲৱӣ৴ॵڧȂᔖӋᆋ
ኈȂԁԁ៖ࡻၾൟȃཱ৾έȂ

ݲ

σড়ॵਢΙП७ฅᎴՓ٘ȂΙ
П७ߝᎴ٘ݲȄ

ོ

ኇ

ҡලգѴȂ१ौ࣏ޟΟήϿ
Πਢޟ࿊ṟฑοգٱϛȂӫߜ
তΰৱȂᐊӈฑοོݲϛޟΰМ
ȞУധȟЅήМȞ២υȟڍএ१
ौӈȄέ՝ݲৱࣺݲᝒȂࡄ
ቈٗڎȂॱᖐคȂӫுۣȂ
хᐌЈգٱቨߝഽђኈȄ!!!

՟ࡼݳ৲лࡼЀٽ

ΜЈᙄ༫ᅖࡣȂ՞ࡻݲৱࠎᓾ
σಀ៉ҢђȂᙤԪ຺ᙨོݲȂ
ᇄΪПσಀӣ๖ጢȂਅႆў
ܚհޟᆍᆍඌཾȂўଶ♡ᛢέ
ࢳȂᙤσಀӓওϞΨȂоஊ
х܁ҡޱԞิྃዅȄ

፞՞ݳ৲ழስτಁႇஇңᘎ

ശࡣΙЈོݲ༫ᅖРȂΰϿ
۽ҡලգȂήϿ࿊ṟฑο
գٱȂᙄ༈σߜ࣏ۦڷত
ΰৱȂՄਏࠅݲৱЅኋՙݲৱ
άϷտࣄ؊ᕨЅԊσࣸ
)Poubsjp*پڗᇄԩོݲȂ
ଶΟܻΰϿӫ༈ݲৱሴಀ۽

༉ݳ৲лࡼฒπդٲ

ȶ࿊ըฑοȷџᇳΙএϚџࡦ
ដȃᔔٗິȃྃڏഽޟΙ຺
࡙ߞݲȄོݲήϿΠਢۖȂ
ΙڗޢఏΰΜਢϗ๖Ȅࢊܹฑ
οȂхᎵୀு࡙Ȃζᄇιޱ
຺ᙨޟգٱϞΙȄଶΟࢊॵ
ސȂо၌ଶᎵୀޟសᎵϞѴȂശ
१ौ࣏ޟтঈᇳݲȃࣳٷȃ௲
קȂхٗڎڏғَȂϚӔഅဌڧ
वȂоइԞРಳᚔव፸Ȃԙ൷
ඪȄ
ོݲۖࠉӑထȂкݲ༈σ
ۦڷоߜতΰৱ٘ӋิᏫΰ৴Ȃ
σಀ৾ϤПգȂζ൷ݍȃ
ՙȃࠒȃѕȃϛӨএգжࣨޟф
ߒ६ᖝོݲȂᇄߜতΰৱ๖࣏Ι
ᡝȂоգ٘୴ॵࢊڱȄ໌এ

ቈԒਢȂߜতΰৱོᔜΰϤգ
ࠅȂߒҰ٘ϷᙽޟȄܚԤӵൟ
ޟσಀȂࠌоདϛശछԁޟᘀ
߆)߆*ȃฏᐶ*ॷ)ॷޟȃӎ݂
)ᐷ*ȃ༯ӵ٘ΰ)ڨॷޟ༯*ȃЫ
*ݎ)ݎȃॱዅ)ዅ*ټپᎴϤП
գȄइգᙡ६ᖝၾൟȂЕ
ಀҡᚔव۬Ȅ!!!!
ӵգఀོݲ఼݂ޟȂިգߠ
ཏඍޟᆠડȂߒප׃ၾȂඪগ

౩ᢎ܈ȂᙤգȃݲȃჄέޟཏ
ඍёࡻЅᇄོσಀᇫငȃਅȃ
ี఼ޟђኈȂଟөӑ຺ҡ
πȂӵжޱቨᆋ۽ኋȃོޥԊ
ڷȃжࣨڷҁȄ

ݲ
ོ

ኇ

༫ᅖᐌএ఼݂ಊઠࡣོݲȂݲৱᇄ
߬ಀঈȂӣЖӫΨᏫൟ఼ዓȂՄ
ॷᑖኁޟဎώᙡঈάྥരΟᘈ
ЖȄԩོݲȂЕҢ༈ݲৱޟຠ
ѯᐌএོݲหΰѯဴȄ

ᝓጹަݳᆗȂఽ݃෯ಁٿȇ
ߝথα৲ࢋҡȂಁჅజॲ࡚κȇ
ள՟ѳಁᗷԕȂึЗѓጣȇ
՟ࡼңЗҼًशȂԌಁڸӬ༬ᅗཽȇ

ࣀ
ଢ଼
શ
ජ

जᝓጹަᖟᒳᆡໍ৲Ӕঔᕋ
ज
ᝓጹ ᖟᒳ
ᒳᆡໍ৲Ӕঔᕋ
Ᏹসᇬစࡼڲήؐ
ᏱসᇬစࡼڲήؐΚࡷࡼڨΥݳר
ᇬစࡼڲήؐ ࡷࡼڨΥݳר
ࡷࡼڨ
छᝒጸܻޥ6Т36РՍ39Р
ΙѲЈᖞᒲΙএӪ࣏ȶᆠ໌
ৱ ӓ ও ᕊȷȂӪࡦဎȶӓ ও
ᕊȷौ՞ஜӵጸޥӫৱЮঈ
հଔۨӓওȂᙤѲЈȶι
ռक܈Рȷߝ໊ґȂܧྮ
ᅳٱޟȂܹήΙϸȂڗپጸޥ
டЖওࡻȄ

Еሴ Ᏸষ ڗσ ྒྷ    ԩ ࣀ ଢ଼
 Ιএᕗ  Ȉ Τ ਢ ғ  ۖ ȶ 
ኞȷȊȶኞȷϞҬޟο୴
ৱգဴȃ٘ࡶৱգȃཎད܈
ৱգޟђኈΨȂٮइգᙡё
ࡻёࡣ܁ܻޱඁЈϛ٘Жܹ
ήȃԃݲওᏰȂ఼࣏٘οཎ
έཾȄ

ࣀଢ଼ޟкौᄇຫҏޥဎώᙡ
Ѕ៖ݲȂтঈߝюᓀюΨЛࡻ
ጸޥȂՄиӵؐԩޟσོݲЅۡ
ޟӓওོϛȂԔ࣏߬ಀ݈
 Ȃ ٘ᡝ ΨޟпюȂ ᄂ ӵ ᜲ
ுȄ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱԤَЅԪȂ࣏
ဎώᙡঈ໔٘ᔣۡΙএ੫տޟ
ࣀ ଢ଼ Ȃ࢈ం࡚ȶৱᆠ໌ ӓও
ᕊȷȂᝲԪഽӰጢȂоइႀڗ
࣏ӓওՄӓওޟਝݎȂԙ൷σড়
ᆠ໌ҢђȃওᆋওኋȄԩࣀଢ଼
ѓࢂȈΤᜰᘍקȃᇫৱငȃ
ࡻᇫৱៀഥઍِڱȃ༕܈ৱ
գဴȃᓗֲȃᙓգȃգݲҰЅ
έ؏Ιࡶ้Ȅ

՟ࡼݳ৲ᇅΥᜱᘎררφ

6Т36Рఏΰ8;11ۖΙఏ
ࣀޟଢ଼ȂёӓওᕊޟᏰষԞӵ
࿋ЈήϿ5;41ёఏ፞ࡣൢ
ڗȂ՞ࡻݲৱӵყਪᓢհΟΙএ
ᙏޟҡࣀᇳ݂ϞࡣȂЈჿݲৱ
࣏ᏰষԊЅۨ՞ᕗცϭಝȂӔ

6Т37РΠЈȂᏰষᇄԞ፞
ࡣȂۖࡸೣۡհȂσಀۖ
юۃȃԤΡ఼॒౩҈௭ȃԤٲ
ᐊӈஆЅࢿޟώհȄԞΰ
ΤਢғԒ༈௲ڍЈޟۇڍΤᜰᘍ
קȂ՞ࡻЈӰݲৱ࣏ΟхᏰষԃ
఼ݲӴݲקࡻڧȂೣۡקڧᏰ
ষ҆ӵጸޥ௮ڍఏٮᄂӒ
แёȂᏰ ষ ҆ ᗂ ๘ Ѵ ࣨ 
ញȃϚҢЙᐠȃϚࣼႫသЅᇭ
้ٗȄԪԩёޱקڧॎԤΪ
ΡȂڏᎷᓍёޱᗶӰጢϚڎ
ٗϚקڧȂծΙଔӓওζΙ

ஆђ፞ȄڗΟఏΰȂࣀଢ଼ϛԊ௶
ΟΙൟԤᜰȶࠉжϬҡϞᎈଟȷ
ႫኇंଆȂϱৠᖿक़Ιٲ౪ᄂ
ޟএਰȂኇаϛڍ՝кُ࡞఼
ཿՌϏࠉΙжٱޟȂՄиஊᖿ
ю࡞ӻႆўҡෆีҡޟᆍᆍȂ
Մᡱσড়݂ҩࠉжϬҡٽޟມȄ

αშ;Ᏹসࡼᇬ৲စ
ίშ;ᙔդ

6Т38РέЈȂσড়ϐಬᄛၭ
ਢߒўٱȂԃȈᇫငȂࡻ
ڱȂ܈գȂငȂᓗֲȄҥܻࣀ
ଢ଼σӵᕫஆ໌ȂӰԪዺᇀ
Ιߞђ፞൷װᇄޟᏰষՃই
ΟȄ՞ࡻݲৱཏඍȂ࣏Οᡱσড়
ីЖࡻڧငڱȂσП߯ᡱΙٲ
ᏰষֲӵၶଽޟწυΰওಬȂؠ
Ԥܒೣۡ҆ዺᇀȄఏΰȂ
ܹᏰষଆ፣ΙఏޟႫኇЖ

ுȂσড়િિដ፣ࠉжϬҡޟ୰
ᚠȂ՞ࡻݲৱ֙ວσড়έжӰݎ
ӵգఀΙএ࡞१ौޟఀဎȄ
Մӵσড়ޟ୰ᚠϛȂଆ፣ওᆋᇄ
๖ጢȃӰݎᇄཾΨȂᏰಬݥ
லዥ੨Ȅ
6Т39РέЈȂΰϿԊ௶ΟΙ
এጸޥόоپΙԩᖞᒲޟᕗ
ȂȈȶέ؏ΙࡶȷȂӵ՞ࡻ
ݲৱࡾޟЕήȂᏰষၭЈჿݲ
ৱӵσྒྷюีȂᙓσྒྷᙄࡶέ
іȂശࡣ৸৸ࡶӱσྒྷȄনо࣏
ငႆඁЈޟᓜࣀଢ଼ϞࡣᏰষོ
ӬϚੑȄծጢܻσড়ᄇգఀޟ
ᛄȂάԤΙᆍգఀᐇȂ݂ҩ
ڗΙҡᜲுޟӰጢȂᏰষ
ၖᇯઍӴԪђ፞༫ᅖȂ࣏ՌϏ
এΡޟᏰգᐣแቸΰཱིޟΙॲȄ
ήϿσड़өȂ՞ࡻЈݲৱоࠗཝ
ҁᛧॱޟ፡ȂΙԅΙѯளሴᏰষ
ᔘϸޟਅȂਅฒۖо٘پο
ཎЅϲਲ਼ܚқޟᒿȂइգᙡ
ཏඍࠗንઽڧȂհ࣏༫ᅖඁЈ
ђ፞Ȅ

ήؐΚࡷ

ࣀ
ଢ଼
શ
ජ

ࣀ
ଢ଼
શ
ජ

ӄаړȂᏰষቆყਪᓢϷٴ
ЖுȂᗶณᏰষဎώȂࣺϣ
ᇯᜋȂծҐ៉ඁЈРо
ࣺޟۇȂငႆඁЈࣀޟଢ଼Ȃ
σড়ёΟ၌࡞ӻȂԤΡᏰգӻ
ԑࠓΙԩ՞ኂȃԤΡΙԩ
ᆃኄȃԤΡΙԩѲᘈјଔ
חȂᆍᆍᆍᆍȂଆ፣ߨݥலዥ
੨ȄᖂࢂΙѯȂᏰষฒϚཐல
՞ඪټൟӴЅݲৱঈޟ഼ٚȂσ
ড়ΙमᇯӣȂёΟԩӓওᕊ
ϞࡣȂᡝོӓӣҡࣀौϣࣺྱ
ȂΙଔӓওԤоಀᎬಀޟΨ
໔Ȃശ१ौޟᏰգौඪଔЖ
ΨȃौົԑሆȂϚौ้ڗՂܖپ
ଝӄϗᏰգȄᘈᘈᅎᅎȂઍᇳ
ϞϚᅾȄ

՟ࡼݳ৲ᗀ௳ႇஇࡅ

ጢᆹጢඹȂᐌএࣀଢ଼൷Ԫ༫ᅖȊ
Ԫԩࣀଢ଼ϛȂல՞ܚ࣏Ԥё
ޟᏰষྥരΟΙټސݲٲգȂ
ԃȈৱᐷȃৱҠ៩)Ы*ȃ
ৱݲ)Խ*ȃৱ๖ව)ᢄ*Ȃо
գᙡёࡻΨȂৱЮሴಀڱΨȂ
ӰՄԙ൷ΟσಀޟΨȂுо
Ᏸষளӱড়ڧҢȊڏᄂёԩ

ࣀଢ଼ޟဎώᙡȂӵЖΨЅѴࣨ
օጢΨϚৠ೨ԤӈդߢᛤޟȂ
ζΙএՃᡛȄӱᓞࣼࣼϚ
ёޱ࿋ϛԤᖝਢҡޱȃԤড়
ٱៈ٘ޱȃԤՌଢ଼ܹణޱȂᆍᆍ
അԙӰጢϚٗڎȂџȊ

Ᏹসᇅݳ৲Ӭྲ

ԩం࡚ȶৱᆠ໌ӓওᕊȷȂ
ฒᅸװᏰষᇄᏰষϞޟຽᚔܜ
ᆧȂ܃םᇄգᙡޟຽᚔζߖܜ
ΟȂϠޱિિؑݲৱРࡣӔ
ᝰგխࣀޟଢ଼ϠඪቨΰȄ
ఏ፞ࡣȂσড়ݲ፭ᘪȊ

जᝓጹަ፝
༉ݳ৲ᚡᗀ৵
ࣻڏդφᇰᜌդݳ
ौΡװѺ࿋հΙߞޣᜋᏰ୰ў
ंـȂϚӵӪࣺΰᢣंȂգݲ
ζϚҢپଆ፣ޟȂՄఀרঈ
ԃդᚔवுዅȄᏰգࣀࣀዑዑ
ޟȂौգݲҢӵҡࣀȂգݲҏ
٘൷ڎԤᄂҢቋޟȄݲৱоڏ
এΡᏰգᐣแȃҡࣀᡝᡛȂᇄಀ
ϷٴȄငᡛϛᡱרঈ݂ҩգݲ
ޟஅҏࡦདޣवᇄᚔवȄޣव
ҡࣀٱޟᄂȂᚔवࠌҡࣀޟ
ҬȄณՄȂಀҡଜӾȂႄცഇ
ጢȂ൷ོӰଜѶПөՄഅཾȄष
ڎരΟգޟݲғޣғَȂആႆғ
ጂޟӰݎᢎȂ൷ஊЖҁڷȂ
ЍྮЍȄ
छᝒጸܻޥѲТέȃϤȃΜ
РΙέЈȂఏΰΜਢՍΤਢј
৾Ѯࠒ๙Լόσኈԋ՞ࡻ༈
ݲৱգᏰடᚠᖿ৴ȂᚠҬȈڎ
ࣺգךυᇯᜋգݲȄ
༈ݲৱΠԩᔖᗜڗپጸޥ
кࡻོݲЅգݲҰȄԩݲৱ
ӵΙЈޟҰϛȂ֙ວσড়գ
ᏰᇄᏰգޟϷտȈգᏰΙߞᏰ
୰ Ȃ Ᏸ գ Ᏸ գ ܚᏰ Ȃ  գ ܚ
ȇ࡞ӻΡՌо࣏ᏰգӻԑȂ
ϚޣգᏰ211ϷȂᏰգ1ϷȄ
ݲৱ֙ວσড়ភख़ԹѻգӵΡ
ᇳݲѲΪΞԑȂтܚᇳٮݲޟϚ

ݲৱӵέЈޟҰ࿋ϛȂҢЖي
वȂِᙏဎȂҬהޟఖσড়ઍ
ғஊ݂ҩԃդգݲҢӵҡࣀ
ϛȂݲৱٽޟِܚυȂџζོ
ӵרঈРலҡࣀϛю౪ȂϚΙኺ
ޟȂרঈЖᓍცᙽȂݲৱࠌ఼
఼ཿཿȂ݂݂ҩҩӴ֙ວרঈȂ
࿋ϛ൷֤Ԥᇄዿȇಀҡཌྷ࿔Ȃ
൷࣏ცᙽܚȂഅཾࢺᙽȄӰԪݲ
ৱඪᒺרঈौۡϛўᢎྱȂԞ
ΰଔپȂ߯џॎหΙЈٱޟȂ
ఏΰΣᄄȂІࣸΙРܚِܚޟ
Ȃᒿᇲϛ໌Ȃ໌Մඪ݇Ᏸ
գޟЖ܈ȂႀڗᇄգӣȄ

ࣀ
ଢ଼
શ
ජ

ࣀ
ଢ଼
શ
ජ

जᝓጹަġᆓЀᆺᓢቇິ
जᝓጹަġᆓЀᆺᓢቇິ
ᝓጹަ ᆓЀᆺᓢቇິ
ິ

ᆠφဏ፳ġဏϏ߭ಁЇᔗ
ᆠφဏ፳ġဏϏ߭ಁЇᔗԂ
छᝒጸܻޥᐍ703403123Ȃ
։ၻᐍϤТߑϤР)ϲ*ᖞᒲ
ဎώᆹᓡຳᆒȄᄇҏޟޥ
ဎώᙡȄ࿋ЈΰϿσघΪΙਢέ
ΪϷȂဎώঈച៉໌پȂҥܻҁ
லтঈԤᇄጸࣀޟޥଢ଼Ȃ܄Ԫ
ᇯᜋȂӰԪׇӒؠԤܳȂՌี
ӴᔓԔᐌ౩ൟӴȂܹညॵڎȄΪΠ
ਢғȂॷᑖኁৱ۔ঈྥരԁΟ
ຊȂ҈ݖҢᓡࡣȂσಀֲήپȂӵ
՞ࡻݲৱளሴήټᎴέࡣᓍ։
ҢᓡȄ

՟ࡼݳ৲ழስτಁٽᎵή

ᖞᒲԪԩࣀଢ଼ޟҬޟȂкौ࿋
ЈতԁϲȂσড়ζϚҢΰ
ੲȂՄᆒٹζΙএᅚೝσ
ড়షޟןРȄ՞ࡻݲৱԤَЅ
ԪȂᙤࣀଢ଼Ȃσড়џоᆹॶ
ΙஆȂӬΙႳҁலޟড়லȂࣼ
ΙഋႫኇȄ

࿋ЈήϿΠਢȂӵᕫஆϱኬܹႫ
ኇȈωࣀգȄϱৠᖿЅϚϝც
ϱΙএࣀգᙽжٱ࢈ޟȄᙤԪ
Ⴋኇᡱσড়Ο၌ӻΙٲԤᜰࠉж
ϬҡޟᇯޣȂՄЕᏲσಀ݂ҩ
Ϭҡ҆ӻᆍӰȂኄ๖ጢȂ
ᆍήپжޟӰᆍυȄ
ᆟυᆒ҆ޟരॵࠢȂጸޥ
੫տྥരΟΙٲᆟυဎώᙡ
ঈ ٴҢȂоҰ ཐ ᗂ ߝ  ៖ ࡻ ጸ
ޥȄ՞ࡻݲৱඪដџоӻྥരΙ
ٲоհဎ፲Ȃᝰுኦհᔼ
அߜȄনо࣏ѫӻୈԻӻହ߯
џоȂ።ਟΙ௰юȂ߬৶ဎώિ
િॏᗊଚᙄՌҢȂ๖ݎശࡣതณ
ѓᇥ຺ႆ2-311ହᆟυȂᄂӵ
ཎਟϚЅȄ
՞ࡻݲৱᙤԪԩѓᇥᆟυޟ
ȂᓍஆҰ֙ວσড়Ȃጸޥौ
ѓᇥᆟυټգټჄЅټᎴဎώ
ᙡঈȶӰȷȂЖ߬ৱ۔άี
ଔ᠍ЖཎᓍӋᓍΨᇥᆟυ
ȶጢȷȂӵȶӰጢڷӫȷϞήȂ
ԙ ൷Οጸޥᇄ ৱ  ޟ ۔ȶ ᠍  Ҁ
ࢊȷȄՄ߬ಀάהఖԙ൷ᔼђ
ኈȂિિՌܖᝎΡॏᗊȂ
ȶᓍђኈȷȂᇄσಀȶኄ๖
ጢȷȄ߬ಀᆸࡣݲȂ᠍߬ڧȂ
ݲшᅖՄᘪȄ


ᝒ
༪
ी

্ٴԚդџ
НȈҘᄀ
δႂΟޟӎȂϬЈതԃྣ
ྴȊுΠέТᖂഛᠩல
շȂ࿋ୋณӎ౪ਢȂᖂሂ
ᆧװৌҢᎈා௰ڗᔻߝൠȂ
ڧॳᇄӎޟዜᐩȂӱڗዂԇ
ήޟ৳༪ਢȂৌᖂौؑήٙȂժ
Йယୈᘈၼଢ଼Ȃณࡣᓍ܈գ
ᐠޟ፡υȂӵࢶԱࢺЫȃᆦጺᐙ
ήᙓޟרᖗ᠉܈գငȂ٥Р
υቄߖά٥ቄሉȂȌȌȄ
ৌΙএՄසኋޟΡȂՏᕜ
ᛄᅸȃጂຨڗඌϽޟႆแϛȂ
ԂΙࡻޢϚଢ଼ЙȃϚୈฒᒝ
ޟႫᕛȃϽᕛȂѫڧϛᚂܖ
ѪޟᕛݲȂԂ߬ؠΡ߳ᜌ

ஶඈȂؠΡ߳ᜌϚඈีȂᇄڏ
ڧՙᚂᕛ٘װݲυඪԞᡁᚽȂ
ϚԃᎷήޟਢӻ܈գࡶգ
Ѕ៉РலޟဎώώհȂᡱРυ
ϚުႆȂՄиԂᄇՌϏȃᄇգ
ᙡԤ߬ЖȄ
ॳଽࡨȂඁТȂৌ֍
ࠠۖ֨ᜲȂծԂϚ௭σড়
ᑹȂᖂࡻюৰড়৳ᆹᓡȂෆ࣏
൵१ৱщτڋюሧޟᙄᗜȂࡻ
юৰஔঢ়ȂᗶณȂӒแѫᓶᓶഗ
ֲȂծᅾᡗཏॳޟޱߝڷጒȄѮ
ᢊᚂޟτ࣏ᡱѴகඹඹЖȂ
ԂڗѮᢊၽޖঙԊ௶܁࿋Ӵ
ӪޟᕜՌณᕛݲຨݽȂΙಀ


ᝒ
༪
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υτቆቆᔖ॓ѮȂџॵϚή
ᚼхৌᆠડϚਏȂՌณᕛݲᚂҡ
ौӑ၌ॵ໌ؚ୰ᚠȂ࡚ដӵѮ
ڧΪԩഋႫᕛȂଝӄרޟঃ࿋
ณήپഗբ҆ޟณΡᒵȂ܇
ଔۉདȈѮᢊԤ࡞ӻգఀԋȂ
ԃݎᚂߖߣܚۨܖԤၾൟ൷ԁ
ΟȂݽᕛѴޟਢџоڗၾൟ܈
գԊЖȂ܈ᓞϗଔȂ൷ԝڗ
ଉȂ֙ޣԊ௶Οӵᚂᄇ७ءޟ
ٙਡᓢۨ՞Ȃਠգӎόඏϛ
ԋȂ։ਢЖϛᄂΟ೨ӻȂգ
ᙡޟԊ௶ᗙϚѫԪȂӵϚџࡦដ
ޟӰጢήȂඏϛԋݲޟৱതཏඍ
Ӵᡱέএ५ၯΡ՞໌ԋϱ
ᎌޟৈܘȂٮרঈ၌ࢿؚȃ
ᑵॵ้୰ᚠȇۨ՞তѽᖞᒲ
ኵЈσޟৱོݲȂߨலຎ৵
ޟৌȂതࡻᇄོؐݲΙൟ
գٱȇؐޟࣥЈ఼ȂԂ
ശԞଔחࢿႱരᇄԋԞ
፞ӓওޟȂΠΪӻЈϚીৰȂ
ලߞࠢᇄ܈գһԂؐЈϚܖ
ીޟல፞ȂԂᄇգޟݲၖཱ৾
๘ᄇᇕЈџᠦȄ
ӱ෫ࡣȂَԁᙽȂৌ։ڍ
࡙Ϛߝഊਖ਼ҥυτഗӣࠒڗ
όԋᇄᆠ໌գΜȄΠԩգΜ
ȂՏᓞ༌οσ໔юՖϚХȂ
ೝᙽଚ࿋ӴᚂȂӰѶՖႆӻཷ
ইທᓞȂน۷ڗႀᚂਢȂϐՌ
ଢ଼ХՖᙺۉٮӴӵѶўኵϴЀޟ
ᘀՖήȂᗙඈғலޟЖၰᇄ
ՖᔆȂԂᐿ௶ಀដȂࡻӱԋ܈

գȂ༫ᅖᎷήڍЈོݲޟȂᗶณ
רঈϚᇯӣԂޟୈݲȂծԂᄇգ
ࡻޟݲᗙఀΡଢ଼ৠޟȄέЈ
ࡣȂՂΡড়ငႆΤΞωਢٙแޟ
អȂӱড়ࡣϐฒΨଔחΟȂ
ӵσড়ྃΨᝎᇳήȂԂΙԩ՞
໌ᅴᝋᚂݽᕛȄ
ϞࡣȂࡨᙽޢήȂϐϚՌ
ྱרȂৌೝԊ௶רڗঈࠒୢޟ
ড়ۨ՞ȂП߯ྱЅ໌юᅴᝋᚂ
ȂωਢঐרശӻฮޟΙ
এȂৌ࿋ณྱרശӻȂഗբ
Ԃٖႆശࡣȃശᖟᜲȃശ૦ᅖ
ഊޟΡҡၯȂרൢᒑޟσᆋ
ൢȂծࢲРυᄂᜲȂࣼ
ৌڧᅾӨᆍवྫྷዤȂ༌οޟฮ
ཿϚӵၗήȂសဗ㋘㋘ࠓฒ֍ݲ
ᚼȂ੨ޟလ߯ཎࠓฒ௶ݲ
ܹȂϚ൞ࠓฒݲΣᆃȂತР
ֲᗓᙽฒԊȂ؏ቺᅚԩмΨϚ
ᛧȂ༌οငலࢺՖϚХȂחᓞޟ
ࣵυலՖ༵ࣴࣴȂџџნȂΡ
ӵϚୄ໌юᚂৼޟាᇄϚԊϛ
௳КȂႹڧҡϚԁڧȃԫϚு
ޟႁफ़ȂޟৌζইήΟȂӻ
ฬশইӵգᙡࠉȂᔘϸኟၖ
ӴؑԞР܁ҡπȂࣼӵಁ၇Ȃ
࣏ΡυτϱЖޟฮฒِݲൕȇϚ
ႆȂζ݂ۖҩΙҡ౿ٳৌޟ
ᢎॱᙡϚࢊධЙޟσඍЖȄΙ
ޢоپȂৌငல੨ӴߒҰ࡞ٴ
ڧఏԑՌҥՌӵȂڧυτঈ׃
ᎴޟᆋൢȂԂϚौȃϚζϚҠ
ЖԪਢ܁ҡπȂ༁݄ఏޟ۷

ᆋԂཐឈ࡞ᄂӵȂծྃዅжࣨޟ
ᆋዅࠓ࡞ጙȄณՄȂᙡޣၾ
жዅȃΡᆋൢȂϚؑҡ
πȂѫپӔΙԩޟϲၾᎈ
ଟȂоٳৌϬҡᄇέޟ൵१៖
ࡻȃᄇգཱ߬ࡻޟݲȂᄇσಀ
ϚვޟྮڏᔓԔȃဎώώհ
ޟᅾΨȃҢЖȂݲጢٗڎȂጢ
ࠔȂषณӵԃԪഽޟӰጢ
ήȂԪ٘ϚϬҡ࡙ȂԤդҡ
џ࡙Ԫ٘ȉࣼৌᄇжޟᠾ
ϚȂΙҡ៖էৌޟᢎॱᙡ
ԤҢౡݽཌྷȂЙਠᢎӴ
עЖᡱԂᔁആжཾྫྷዤȂѫ
ԤӵवϚ൞ِޟႁϛᒺឈোக
वȂϗҥ૿ӴҡଔӉྃ܈ዅཏ
ޟӱড়ཎȄࣼԂЖᙽޟ܈
ᡐȂޣרၾৌޟवၯׇΟȇ
ཐգᙡছϛޟёࡻȂٺԂӵ
वᜲϛᗶԤᅸଜȂོ୰࣏դဣு
ԃҤӴȂծࠓՌۖՍತؠ๛
యࡪЎȂؠјᘈ♡ȂؠΙѯඌ
οȂζؠԤܹణႆ܈գȂԂӻԩ
ߒҰ࡞ۉȂ༌οԁོ᠙ငխ
ޟȂѫौ܈װգᐠᆧຮ༌οȂѺ
ོ߯ᄚᄚӴሆฮཿȂܚоȂԂ
ГѲωਢᆧණ܈գᐠϚܹȄ
ΙএۇȂࣼרԂԤ֏ᆃԁȂԂ
ಁ߫߫Ӵ֙ວרȂԂᆃϚȂࠓ
َࣼᅖЙԨԨωऔጸȂณࡣӫ
ԙΙԨЀΰחᓞޟՙПέထ
ўȇΠఏȂԂᇳϬԩَࣼ
ૡσߜޟጸ߆ȂծԂѣᔀᡥڴϚ
ौ֙ວտΡȂҽխװܐጸ߆ᔃ
ເȂרᇳȈȶ֢Ȋጸ߆ᗙωȂ

ሂפӻ܈գȂጸ߆ߝσȂ൷џо
ֲጸѮӱπȂுσՌӵȷԂᘈ
ᓞȄ
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ΙЈԞΰȂৌᐌۇюՖȂԂ࡞վ
ᓗӴौؑרঈଚԂΣȂᗶณԂ
ԤႱཐԪўϚӱȄԪࡣȂৌޟ
ᡐுІ᙭ၙȂԤਢ݄ᆃȃԤ
ਢ఼ᒺȂԤਢشଜȂԤਢҁᓗȄ
ৱЮ࡞ཏඍඪю࣏ৌ༈௲ᙡ
קȂΙϸᗙሯӫӰጢȂקڧ
ਢौᏫൟ఼ᓗȂޱקڧડස఼
ᒺȂϗڧઽקᡝȂЖϛइؑ
ᙡёࡻৌԤԪᆋኈӰጢȄ࢚Ј
ϛϿȂৌ࡞ش༄ȂЙᇆٗᗐȂϚ
ᘞڳش༄ѩȂ१ፒᇳΙѯၗȈ
ȶר٥၇ϚўȂѫўߡᔔߠգ
πȂȌȌȷԂشޟ༄࡞хΡᐊ
Ȃծ᠙ԂЖဴࠗޟۻȂࠓԤ
ΙӋԊЖȂఏΰৱЮپȂৌ
തюۉӴ఼ᒺȃሆᚬȄۉ
ޟȂΙөቶᚬޟ៖ρϚޣդ࢈ത
ᝒਿஈؐԩѫ೨ڍ՝Ρρ
ޟೣۡȂࣥՍܘѴٖޟංζ
Ϛ೨ୄȂӣܘЄӰӱ
ড়ȂܻܘϱѫԤڍ՝ৱЮӵ
ൟȂ൷ӵԃ఼ᓗȃ఼ᒺȃԊᛧ
ޑޟᄘήȂৱЮП࣏߯ৌ༈௲
ΟᙡקȂৱЮᚔўࡣȂ៖ρά
ϚӔᆓרঈΙတΡ൜ӵৌ٘ޟ
Ȃনҏຎ৵ฒΨޟৌതሆᚬӴ
ӵחΰഅюԂԑሆਢᏰႆޟ࿊ը
ԒυȂܷဖࡿᐝȃުϛٙȃ
ᚖယѾѡଢ଼้้ܣԒၼଢ଼Ȃᗙ
៩ю࡞δؠ౪ႆڄޟҪરৠᇄ

ी
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ᝒ

࣏ӫᚂࢇ๊ȂһהఖԤӻ
ࣺբྱޟਢުȂৌᅴᝋᙽݍ
Ӕ܁ဪ߫ࢹჿᎴഋȇৌலᇳԫ
ϚौᆧȂϚฮ൷ԁΟȂ࣏ԪȂר
ঈौؑᚂҡᅖԂޟȂԂӻ
ޟХฮȂ๖ݎԂலӵؕᆃϛȂ
խнฮवЍΟȂծζןΟΙޢ
ഗԂູႆवᜲ܈ޟգᐠȂרঈཐ
ڗҭࣽՄฒۊȂѫԁ܈װգᐠຮ
ߖԂޟՆȂהఖգॱՌณ༈Σ
ЖۻȄৌ࡞Ѝಁ࿘Ȃ࡞Ѝᇳ
ၗȂרঈഗӵ٘ѫ࣏Ԃ܈գЅ
ሆᖐӴംԅംѯᇫԂҁશওࡻ
ޟලߞࠢȃߡᔔߠငȃӴᙠငȂ
הఖዣொޟգဴȃငМளپΙ
ࣺ܈ᔖȇৌ܁ҡࠉڍЈȂרԃல
࣏ԂᇫငȂέᆎգဴਢȂഖಁ
࿘ޟৌȂ܇ณᚖЙཌଢ଼ٮӵࠉ
ᎬᛈȂӫඡȊӫඡ֢Ȋᗶณଢ଼
հѫᆰࡻኵऌ߯ӰฒΨՄ࠭ήȂ
ծӵᐌႇӴᙠငϛȂৌӻԩӵᛣ
ំϛӫඡȃܹήȃӔӫඡȌȌȂ
࡞רᑹᏭȃ࡞ཐଢ଼ȃ࡞ཐȊో
ЫϚਢჴಂՄюȂনپգᙡؠ
ԤᚔႆৌȂৌζؠԤᚔႆգ
ᙡȄৌ܁ҡࠉΙЈȂېᐬߞ
ࣼپৌȂ࣏ԂҰȃఀԂਅȃ
ࡾᏲԂีЅΙЖᘪྃڼዅж
ࣨȌȌȂৌതоཌ৵ᘈᓞȃ
οߒҰ᠙ᔗٮϱЖၭᓍȂৌ࡞
σȂԂӵ֙ວרঈԂЖϛԤգȂ
ఀרঈԊЖȃܹЖȄ

༪
ी

Ѳਢ೨ޟঞȂӵॹฒЖ౩ྥര
ήȂႫၗႛᖐ༈پሂ܁ᚂࡨޟ
ଉȂॸٙਢ୦ដԃդؑП
רঈΙএܘ܈գȂԪਢȂ
ႫၗӔ࡙ଔȈȶڗΟ༝ȉר
ঈϐװԂ፡܁ႤᏩΙএᐿҳܘ
ȌȌȄȷৌഖΰಁኺυ࡞Ԋ
၏Ȃѫဋή֜ڳޟ࣏Ԥ
ᘈࡨഀՄϐȂЈкఀظޟ៖ρ࡞
ཏඍȂඪᒺרঈӑ࣏ԂȂณ
ࡣԊЖ܈գȂېԤᖝತօޟ܈င
ᡛȂ࣏ৌᙏҰȂఀৌᇄרঈ
ᓍ֜ڳڏഀ࡙܈գȂօޟ܈ৱ
щװЙᐠሎߖৌՆȂᇄৌࣺዣ
ݲޟৱൌѰϛ༈پᖝತޟᜰᛄ
ᇄఀᏲȂৌ൷ӵಯ᠙Ұȃᓍಀ
܈գᖐϛȂׇӒؠԤϚȃؠԤ
ৼាȃؠԤٚवȂҁԊӴ֜ڳװ
ᄚᄚȃᄚᄚȃܹήȂԊณᓍգ
ўȊېఀσড়៉оݠዅޟᖐ፡
܈գȂօৌளඛਇޟЖᇄ؏
ӃӱᘪᔔߠཏЮᛄϛȂӵПཏ
ඍӫήȂרঈоߖϲωਢଽᖐ
܈գޟഽӰጢଚৌԙգўΟȄ
۔ᇳԂᇄΙٲৱщӵܘѴ߆ޟ
༪َࣼЈሬ౪юᇄৌӵࠒόԋգ
ΜଚထਢَႆޟգӎிȂרϧ
ቄζؠԤَࣼȂծഗٳৌٖႆശ
ࡣΙࢲΡҡၯਢȂࠓཐڗգӎ
ྱȂிலբڧޟҢȌȌȄ
ৌΙҡᄇέཱ৾ȃᄇΡᡝࡴȂ
ѫौΡП߯ȃΡ᠍ȂϚ
ᆓӻബྮȃӻٚवԂዅཎୈȃ

ҢЖୈȃᅾΨୈȂԑकσΟȂᡝ
Ψ৵ΟȂծᄘ࡙ϚᡐȂ࡞ӻਢӰ
ԪՄইȂυτঈலӰᜰЖՄ
ᜲԂȂȶտЊٚवΟȷȂԂᖂ
ࡻȶᗙୈுپΙۡौୈȷȄΙ
এТࡣȂৌ൷оҁҡȶ࣏ಀҡ
հвȷࡻޟȂӔΙԩ࣏רঈ
ฒِᇳݲȂᡗҰȶђϚবਖȷޟ
Ӱݎၾ౩Ȅ

ნᆎۉȄོݲׇӒؠԤᚕ
ॱޟᖐȂᓍࡄቈരݲޟৱঈ
ளሴήȂσಀடЖីཎо࢙පޟ
܈ᇫᖐڷᒙӴଽ୮ΣȂװ܃ם
፝գᙡࣱᗜَپᜌȇཐৱЮ
ঈཏඍȂཐಀጸЄཏඍȂཐ
ܚԤᇄོޱཏඍȂоσޟЖΨ
܈ΨȂӣӣॱ៖ଚٳৌิၯ
ΰߜ॓ጸԱȂԙգўȊ

ৌޟտོӵжࣨஆᖞȂΙಀ
Ρ้ԞϐિિࣺތՌ֙Ꮽࠍ࣏ৌ
ᝰᒲం࡚Ιএᝒ఼ထ֙ޟ
տོݲȂྱࣺՂᗳԞघۡջາ
࣏ৌᇧհΙᆊׇछޟࠉྱȂݲ
ོշညಢৱщ௶ଶᜲȂڥுᓢ
ПӣཎȂоਢଽਝշညю
Ιএ఼ࡗڐޟ๙ՓᏫൟȂඨ߆
ಢৱщଶоѾѡࣵڍଽິࡱᓗޟ
๙ҩ߆љӫѴȂտڎЖࡦӴ
ඨΟΙࣵΞࠢጸ߆ЅΙࣵॷ៌Ӵ
ΰΙݒጸȂϷտܹӵࣺаЅᒸᡝ
ࠉȂઢٳৌ߆َգȂጸิΰ
ࠢȂΙ՝ϗতୈׇҩϱራЙޟ
ৱщࡻौᒑՌᇧհኵᆠЖछ
ॵپհټᎴȂఏΰᗙϚ᠙ᝎ֙
ࡻࠉࣺپଚȂ࡞ӻৱщζϚِ
ᇳȂՌ࿋ิȃȃሴಀȃ
ᚕȌȌȂӵσಀޟዥЖᔓօ
ήȂԙ൷ΟΙএᝒិЖޟᏫ
ൟȂఏΰޟέਢᛮོݲ܈Ȃӻএ
ၾൟݲޟৱȃጸЄȃ࢈ᙟȃທ
֫ȃᒑ݉ЄѲԻӻΡΙਢپ
Ȃࠉپօࣺ܈ଚȂൟϱ৴ฒຎ
ৰࠓάюۉӴჿᓗԤוȂೠѲ
ಀᝒᆒֲȂൟ७хΡཐଢ଼ٮᢚ

έȃৱȃЮҔȃಀҡ
хৌ֙ޟտ຺ོݲн༫ᅖӴ
๖ȂרঈᄂӵײϚڗᎌӫޟ
ِџ൞࣏ᗂȂଶΟоȶฒ! ِ
ཐ! ᐭȷߒپႀרঈᄇσಀޟཐ
ȃཐଢ଼ȃཐᗂѴȂौᇳޟᗙ
ΙԩάΙԩ૿ЖޟȈȶฒ!ِ!ཐ
ᐭȌȌȷȄ
ΙҡࣴࣴޟৌَᜌΟཾΨ
ӻжȂӰጢᆹਢȂݎൢᗙौ
ڧȇζលҰΟѫौϚࡪϚЎȂо
܈܈Ϛᅸ߬ޟЖȂоၖᔘޟਅ
ཐีЖ७ᄇଛცȂ҆ཐுգ
ᙡฒِ៖էȂᗶณϫौӵ૦
ݓϛႆȂծӵգᙡԊ௶ளሴ
ήȂၯᖂШտΡԁٖȂ१ौޟ
ᖝತฒራᛤȂᡱҡڼቸΰ༫ᅖ
ޟѯဴȂԊณԙգўȊ
ৌٱ࢈ޟȂהఖџо࣏ғӵྃڧ
वᜲฮཿȃཐڗฒօȃৼាޟಀ
ҡளپంҰȃΨ໔ȃӎ݂ᇄᄂ
ᜌȄ
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ӓ Ωп ॔
ԤΙএᜰܻᘸгڊڷυޟѠՂ༈ᇳȈᘸгငலၓοȂᇳՌϏເு
ШӈդᘸפސȄԤΙЈȂᘸгڷкΡΙଔў҈ᘸȂкΡَϚሉ
ȂԤΙହഏڊȂ࣏ΟौՃᡛᘸгȂ൷ڼхزўଡሂ٥ହഏڊȄ
ငႆјωਢޟଡംȂᘸгฒђՄӱȂкΡᄇߒޟز౪ΪϷϚᅖȄ
ᘸгՌ៝ᇳȈȶкΡȂձौΟ၌Ȃতϗרଡ٥ഏڊȂѫܲၽ
ᔛޟЖȂՄഏࠓڊоଠޟڼЖଠເȂרϚעЖଡزȂଡϚΰ
ζϚۉȊȷ
ௌདΙད! ! ;! ӵώհϛȂ೨ӻਢঐᄘؚ࡙ۡԙఁȂՄߨٮ
ΨȄ҆ሯौӒЖӒཎȂӒΨо॓ȂዖϗџᅾᡗȄ

ϲӶΩ
༃ΡڧఀىၶЍȂσഋӋζШၶጏ֨ȂܚоԤᆍՌڠཐȄདІҩΡ
ᖂឈுՌϏШ༃ΡᓺູȄ
ԤΙЈȂԤΙএ༃ΡωࡆȂֲ֒ӵϴ༪ΙُȂࣼҩΡωࡆӵޖఱ
౨ȂтঈװϤிિޟఱ౨ᑩΰߝጣȂх౨ӵЈުϛឝපȄ
࿋٥တҩΡωࡆູູٖሉȂ༃ΡωࡆରରᕻᕻӴٖө፲౨ޟՂ
ղȂтᇳȈȶרौີΙএ༃Փޟ౨ȄȷՂղ७ԤᜲՓȂᇳၾȈȶ
ؠרԤ༃Փޟ౨፲ձȄȷᇳጫَࣼωࡆડѶఖȂ൷ၭ၄ш
ᇳȈȶձџо้ΙོȂרҢ༃Փ๋ձ༯ΙএȄȷඁϷមࡣȂω
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Golden Ver
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Story with Inspiration
Translated by : Shawn

The Right Mind And The Right Effort
There is an old legend about a hunting dog and a rabbit. This hunting dog was always
boasting about how fast he could run. He claimed he was faster than any of his prey.
One day his master, the hunter, took the dog on a hunt. The hunter saw a wild rabbit
nearby, and wanting to test his dog, he ordered the dog to catch the rabbit.
The dog immediately ran after the rabbit. After a half hour of chasing the rabbit, the dog
returned to the hunter empty handed. The dog’s master was very unhappy to which the
dog explained, ”Master, you must understand, I was only chasing the rabbit for fun. But
the rabbit was running for its life. I wasn’t trying to catch the rabbit, so you shouldn’t be
surprised I didn’t catch it!”
Please remember during our daily efforts, many times the success or failure of what
we do depends on your own attitude and your own effort. It is necessary to put your
heart and soul into whatever you do and devote every effort to it to realize your fullest
potential.

Capability

Race and skin color are too often used to judge a person. In the common media for
example, African-American people are more often portrayed as being inferior because
it is somehow portrayed that they are less educated and often in much poverty. On the
other hand, white people are often portrayed as the opposite, educated and wealthy.
One day, a black child sat near the corner of a park feeling quite down on herself. She
watched while a group of mostly white children were playing with helium balloons. They
were tying the balloon with a long string and letting all the balloons ﬂoat in the air.
When the white children walked away, the little girl hesitated, but walked up to the old
balloon vendor and said, ”I want to buy a black balloon.”
Not having any black balloons the old man reluctantly turned to
sorry, but I don’t have any black balloons
Seeing this, the old man thought quickly
white balloon with a black marker for you
A minute later, the child took the newly cra
When the child saw her balloon lift up to
exclaimed, ”Look! Look! Black balloons ca
The old balloon man said to the child, ”Re
helium not because of its color or shape.”
can succeed and reach the height of capabi
conﬁdence and effort and not based upon his
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No one saves us but ourselves; no one can and no one may. We
ourselves must walk the path.
Teach this triple truth to all: a generous heart, kind speech, and a life of
service and compassion to others are the things which renew humanity.
The way is not the sky. The way is in the heart.
There are only two mistakes one can make along the road to truth; not
going all the way, and not starting at all.
We are shaped by our thoughts; we become what we think. When the
mind is pure, joy follows like a shadow that never leaves.
You will not be punished for your anger; you will be punished by
your anger.
You yourself, as much as anybody in the entire universe deserve your
love and affection.
We are what we think. All that we are arises with our thoughts. With our
thoughts, we make the world.
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Thousand of candles can be lighted from a single candle, and the life
of the candle will not be shortened. Happiness never decreases by
being shared.
The only real failure in life is not to be true to the best one knows.
Peace comes from within. Do not seek it without.
It is better to conquer yourself than to win a thousand battles. Then
the victory is yours. It cannot be taken from you, not by angels or by
demons, heaven or hell.
In the sky, there is no distinction of east and west; people create
distinction out of their own minds and then believe them to be true.
However many holy words you read, however many you speak, what
good will they do to you if you do not act on upon time.
He who experiences the unity of life sees his own self in all beings,
and all beings in his own self, and looks on everything with an
impartial eye.
Hatred does not cease by hatred, but only by love; this is the
eternal rule.
Better than a thousand hollow words, is one word that brings peace.
An insincere friend is more to be feared than a wild beast. A wild beast
may wound your body, but an insincere friend will wound your mind.
Your work is to discover your world and then with all your heart give
yourself to it.
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Bathing Buddha Ceremony
By Anne Hu
ABLS held the Bathing Buddha Ceremony on April 22, 2012 at 8:00 am.
Abbess Ven. Tien Inn conducted the service. Local dignitaries such
as Mayor of Milpitas Jose Estevez, Vice Mayor Pete McHugh, City of
San Jose Counsel member Kansen Chu, and Director General of Taipei
Economic and Cultural Ofﬁce Jack Chiang were in attendance. Mr.
Jack Chiang praised ABLS for promoting Dharma Wheels in the bay
area. Honorable Jose Estevez and Peter McHugh are long time friends
of ABLS. They were pleased to attend this holy event for Buddhists.
Honorable Mayor Estevez also presented a City Proclamation to ABLS
on this day. San Jose City Council Kansen Chu is also a member of
ABLS. His ancestors have memorial tablet in ABLS, and he expressed
his gratitude being part of this event. Abbess Ven Tian Inn presented
appreciation gift and posed for group photo.
Prior to the ceremony, high school student Alex Ting performed cheerful
solo saxophone while guests were seated in the Grand Hall. The
ceremony began by Abbess Ven. Tien Inn leading the audience to sing
“Song of Triple Gem”. Then a dozen of ladies dressed in Mandarin
dress walking elegantly toward the altar offering food and fruits. Upon
completion of food offering, Abbess Ven. Tien Inn welcomed everyone
attending the ceremony and explained the purpose and meaning of
Bathing the Buddha.
Around two thousand and ﬁve hundred years ago, located on wide
plains on the north bank of the Rapti River in the southwest of what
is now Nepal, there was an ancient kingdom called Kapilavatthu. At
that time this area was part of India. The ruler, King Suddodana of
the Shakya clan, and his wife, Queen Mahamaya, were the parents of
Shakyamuni Buddha, the founder of Buddhism.
In the Spring of 563 BCE, while enjoying the beautiful scenery and
walking under ﬂowering Ashoka trees at Lumbini Garden, Queen
Mahamaya felt her birth pangs. As she held on to a branch of a Ashoka
tree, she soon gave birth to a Prince out of the right side of her torso as
depicted in the bas relief on the left. During that time, celestial beings
offered ﬂowers, celestial kings offered clothes, the heavens played
wonderful music, and nine dragons emitted water to bathe the Prince.
After His birth, the Prince immediately walked and spoke. He took seven
steps. Seven lotus blossoms sprung forth under each place where he
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stepped. With His right hand pointing towards the sky and the left hand
pointing towards the ground as in the photo of the statue on the right,
He said, “I am the only Honored one in the heavens and on earth.” He
was known as Prince Siddhartha. The Prince became troubled by the
scenes of birth, aging, sickness, death, and the sufferings of ordinary
people. He decided to leave home and become a practitioner at the age
of twenty-nine. After becoming a Buddha, He continued expounding
dharma for forty-ﬁve years. At the age of eighty, lying between two
Ashoka trees, He entered Nirvana.
On the holy birthday of Shakyamuni Buddha, followers who participate
in the Dharma Assembly of Bathing the Buddha make offerings
to establish their karmic conditions with the Buddha and also to
wholeheartedly beseech the empowerment of the Buddha and to pray
for peace and well being. While bathing the image of the Buddha with
auspicious water, they vow to cultivate themselves in attaining the purity
of their three karmas (body, speech, and mind) in the past, present, and
future.
Abbess Ven. Tien Inn initiated the bathing Buddha ceremony and then
followed by VIP guests. Other guests lined up by the young Shakyamuni
Buddha statute in fragrant herbal water surrounded by beautiful ﬂowers,
making half bow ﬁrst and picking up a ladle with fragrant herbal water to
bath from Buddha’s left shoulder to right. All guests received a bottle
of herbal water for cleansing of the mind, body and soul. In addition, a
special Buddha birthday card was given to all guests. This special card
was designed by our young parishioner Matt Au.
The service was successfully concluded by 11:45 AM, and it was an
auspicious day for everyone in attendance.

Group Photo

Abbess Bathing Buddha
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A Pilgrimage To Sri Lanka For
The World Buddhist Sangha Council Congregation
The World Buddhist Sangha Council Congregation For Global Peace
marked the 2600th anniversary of the Gautama (Shakyamuni) Buddha’s
Enlightenment. This event was held in Sri-Lanka from May 7-May 11, 2012.
Many Venerable Masters, Abbotts, and Abbesses attended this event.
There were many countries represented including: Thailand, Myanmar,
Nepal, Singapore, Malaysia, Bangladesh, India, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macao,
Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, United States, United Kingdom,
France, Germany, Sweden, Indonesia, and China. From The Avatamsaka
Buddhist Lotus Society of America, Abbess Venerable (Ven.) Tien-Inn and
Ven. Tien-Ling attended and participated in this wonderful event.
Our trip to Sri Lanka began with long ﬂight from San Francisco. We boarded
an early morning ﬂight on May 5th. Our travel itinerary lasted for more than
20 hours with stops in Hong Kong and Bangkok airports to change ﬂight,
and ﬁnally arriving in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka on the early morning
hours of May 7th.
It was striking to see Sri Lanka from the air as we approached our landing. I
was surprised at just how green and peaceful the island of Sri Lanka looked,
in stark contrast from the deep blues of the Indian Ocean and the yellowish
tinge from the tip of Indian Peninsula.
As would become the theme over the next several days, as we walked
towards the open door of the airplane onto the jetway, we were ﬁrst greeted
by a blast of warm, humid air that felt a heavy dinge of the nearby city. We
were most excited to be at the one of the holiest places in Buddhist history,
but at the same time we felt a little concerned about the humid and hot air.
We began to think about how we have become accustomed to the dry and
cool Bay Area weather.
Rushing through the airport and being greeted by local organizers of The
World Buddhist Sangha Council event, everything seemed a little blurry,
but an overall sense of serene peacefulness stayed with us throughout our
visit.
The Congregation began on May 8th with a blessing ceremony began at
The Lotus Pond (Nelum Poluna) Theatre in Colombo. Sri Lanka is one of
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the oldest majority Buddhist countries in the world. This was evidenced
by the attendance of President Mahihda Rajapaksa (Sri Lanka’s 6th and
current President) throughout the course of World Buddhist Sangha Council
Congregation For Global Peace events. Over 800 members from Eastern
and Western Countries representing the three major sects of The Council
participated in the ceremony.
Before the Commencement Ceremonies, 20 Monks, 20 dancers in traditional
Sri-Lankan tribal clothing, and 20 drummers, presented a traditional dance
on the stage where a Buddha statue, a stupa, and a replica of Buddhagaya
Temple stood watchfully. Shortly after, a brief chanting and prayer service
was conducted in Theravada, Mahayana, Vajrayana and Korean traditions
to invoke blessings for World Peace. During the service by the Chinese
Buddhist Monks, President Rajapaksa presented offerings to the Buddha
statue.
After the presentation of offerings, Ven. Liao Chung, The President of World
Buddhist Sangha Council, praised the people and society of Sri-Lanka for
organizing the ceremony and for their promotion of a global Buddhism.
Ven. Prof. Bellanwila Wimalaratana Anunayaka Maha Thera, who headed
the Organizing Committee said that the World Buddhist Sangha Council
(W.B.S.C.) has brought the global Buddhist community under one strongly
united ﬂag. He further emphasized this signiﬁcance and welcomed all those
gathered to join together for world peace and unity. He offered thanks for
the attendance of President, Ministers, Ambassadors, High Commissioners,
heads of various other Buddhist organizations and devotees.
One of the many highlights of the next several days were group visits around
Colombo, including some of the most sacred sites in our shared Buddhist
history. Delegations of Buddhist monks visited The Temple of The Tooth in
Kandy, Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi, and Kelaniya Temple. We were escorted from
our hotels in many buses to travel to these locations. Most times there were
up to 15 buses, each with 40-50 attendees. During the monks’ visiting tour,
they invoked Buddhist blessings by chanting for the spirit and hope of world
peace and harmony at each of our stops.
One of our stops was to Kelaniya Temple. Kelaniya is one of the most sacred
places of worship for Buddhists in Sri-Lanka. The site was made especially
hallowed by the visit of Lord Buddha in the Buddhist era 2351. It was during
this visit by Sakyamuni Buddha, where he passed on many of his Dharma
teachings. Afterwards, Lord Buddha was invited to rest and dine in the same
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area. A lock of his hair, utensils, and seats used at this event are buried on
the very spot where Sakyamuni Buddha Nirvana passed on his teachings.
Sakyamuni Buddha is often referred to in English as Gautama Buddha or
Siddhartha.
In the past Kelaniya itself was a large city and the Kelaniya Temple was one
of the largest and most beautiful temples of modern day Sri Lanka and the
city of Anuradhapura (one of Sri Lanka’s ancient capitals). The Temple itself
was famous for many of its ancient murals and paintings depicting Buddhist
teachings and thoughts. Unfortunately, much of these relics were destroyed
during occupation by the Portuguese in 1510.
Today, the Temple still has many murals and paintings. Much of these
were restored starting in 1767 when Sri Lanka was occupied by the Dutch,
who eased many of the restrictions on Kelaniya Temple’s restoration and
preservation. Now the Temple is as much known for the murals as well as
its annual procession, called “The Duruthu Perahera’’ (Kelani Procession)
held pre-full moon every year in January. Hundreds of thousands of people
attend this procession of colorful elephants, Buddhist relics surrounded by
ﬁrecrackers, whips, canons, and many other exciting and colorful additions.
Buddhist monks, representing the Sangha Brotherhood, are part of this
procession dressed in their equally colorful saffron robes.
We also visited Sri Dalada Maligawa, or The Temple of The Tooth, in Kandy
which houses the upper left canine tooth of the Lord Buddha. Here we
can see that Sri Lanka is a mix of not just Buddhist culture, but also one
accepting of Hindu inﬂuence from nearby India. There is a daily service
called “Tevavas” which are attended by a select few people, unlike the daily
service in most Buddhist temples and shrines which are open to all visitors.
Also ritual relics, when they are used in most Hindu temples, are presented
in a closed box or closed area only visible to a select few people. Here, the
casket contained The Sacred Tooth is visible to all.
It is interesting to note that all the attendees visiting the Temple of The Tooth,
were asked to dress in white before entering. A lot of the lay people were not
prepared, so they had to purchase white T-shirt and change before entering
the Temple. Dress in white, though is interesting, as again we can see some
Hindu inﬂuence. At ﬁrst, we thought this was interesting to dress in white
here since it would be appropriate as we were entering a Temple where
sacred Sakyamuni Buddha’s relic is housed.
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It turns out that maybe that is true, but more perhaps likely is this is another
inﬂuence from Hinduism. Colors in Hinduism have signiﬁcance, with white
symbolising a mix of all energies and colors with the energy qualities of
each. Which makes sense because white light separated out with a prism
becomes a rainbow of colors. But white also represents purity, cleanliness,
peace, and knowledge. The Hindu Godess Saraswati is almost always
shown wearing a white dress sitting atop a white lotus ﬂower, much like
Avalokitesvera in our own Buddhist teachings.
Considering all this, we believe that maybe wearing white to The Temple
of The Tooth is a reminder from Sakyamuni Buddha to remember the purity,
cleanliness, and purity of knowledge from his Dharma teachings. And it also
serves as a reminder that entails the importance of respecting diversity in
the world, as we respect ourselves.
Unfortunately, since there were so many of us at The Temple of The Tooth,
we were unable to really see Sakyamuni Buddha’s relics; however, we all felt
humbled and fortunate to have been able to visit such a holy site.
One of our last stops during our visit to Sri Lanka, was perhaps one of the
most sacred locations in Buddhist culture. We stopped at Jaya Sri Maha
Bodhi. Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi is the sacred Bodhi tree where Sakyamuni
Buddha attained enlightenment. It is at the southern branch of this tree
where Sakyamuni Buddha attained enlightenment.
During our visit to the Bodhi Tree, the air in the surrounding area was
strangely still. There was no wind at all and a sort of very peaceful calm
throughout. There were so many of attendees visiting the Bodhi Tree. We
entered in a very orderly fashion in a stream of gathered devotees. The
line moved quickly, but it wasn’t an ordinary queue of ﬁrst come-ﬁrst serve
fashion. Instead, as we all entered Abbotts and Abbesses were allowed
to enter ahead with their congregation. So, the line moved swiftly but also
jerked along several times as there was a mix of Venerable Masters, Abbotts,
and Abbesses mixed in so many other devotees and attendees.
Today, the Bodhi tree, located in Sri Lanka’s sacred city of Anuradhapura, is
not only revered in Buddhist cultures, but it is also a UNESCO recognized
World Heritage Site. The original Bodhi tree was destroyed several thousand
years ago. However, the location of the tree is on the same location and the
Bodhi tree itself is a sapling from the original Bodhi tree. The sapling is the
oldest in recorded history dating to more than 2000 years ago.
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Throughout our holy pilgrimage, we were constantly reminded of not only our
shared Buddhist histories and teachings, but also our shared differences.
Our shared histories were always evidenced in our shared reverence for
each of the holy sites during our pilgrimage to Sri Lanka. Some of the
differences, caused for some unique and lighter moments.
On one of our earlier temple visits, we were quickly shown how we Buddhists
are also different. In Sri Lanka a lot of the temples were open air temples
and very large, ancient complexes. Many of the attendees including us were
not prepared for this. Before entering the temple complex, we must remove
our shoes outside the temple entrance. This is not something we have not
experienced .We quickly noticed that there were no ﬁnished ﬂoors. Instead,
our feet were warmly greeted by sun-baked reddish brown soil and a mix of
exposed ancient smoothed rocks. we went through 3 pairs of socks very
quickly. While losing socks that we were unprepared to lose is one thing,
there was also the issue of having more than 300 pairs of shoes outside
the temple entrance and trying to ﬁnd our own pair in a long stream of very
similarly colored shoes that are part of our shared monks’ dress. Needless
to say, we had a very funny and interesting time trying to ﬁnd each others
shoes.
After the ﬁrst day, we devised a system where we carried our shoes throughout
the temples with clean, white plastic bags so that we may honor the local
customs and easily kept our shoes apart from the hundreds of other pairs.
We began to notice that the plastic bag population among the attendees
growing rapidly. Each attendee began to follow our example.
Over the course of those several days, we were grateful and humble to
have been able to visit Sri Lanka for this event. While every attendee felt
something a little different, everyone shared in the warm welcome of the Sri
Lankan people as well as the serene peacefulness and beauty of the many
holy places from the shared history of Buddhists everywhere.
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The Four Lessons of Liao-Fan

First Lesson: The Principles of Destiny
Translated by: Xin Hua (Helen Yeh)
After hearing Master Yun-Gu’s advice, I ﬁnally understood the principles
of destiny and paid my respects to him in gratitude. Then, I began to
regret all my past wrongdoings in front of the Buddha’s image. I wrote
down my wish to pass the imperial examinations and vowed to complete
three thousand kind deeds to show my gratitude towards ancestors,
earth, and heaven. In addition, Master Yun-Gu taught me how to keep
a daily record of all the kind and evil acts I did. He mentioned that bad
deeds would neutralize the good ones.
The Master also suggested I should learn the art of written mantras; it
had been said by specialists in drawing talismanic ﬁgures, “Those who
practice the art of drawing charms but do not know the right way to do
it will be laughed at by gods and spirits.” The key to writing mantras is
having no thoughts from start to ﬁnish. In the process of drawing, one
should let go of all wandering thoughts. Do not even give rise to a single
thought of goodness. Only under these circumstances can a mantra be
effective. Master Yun-Gu’s further mentioned that when one seeks for
something to change one’s fate, it is critical to do it with the peaceful
stillness of the mind. This method will eventually enable one’s wishes to
be easily fulﬁlled.
Mencius stated in his theory of creating destiny that, “there is no difference
between longevity and short life.” At ﬁrst glance, one might ﬁnd this
difﬁcult to comprehend. How can long life and short life be the same? In
fact, if we look within our hearts, we will ﬁnd no duality, no difference. We
should see everything equally and live morally regardless of good or bad
conditions. If we can practice accordingly, then we can master the fate
of wealth and poverty; thus, we will be able to create and form our own
destiny. Similarly, when there is no duality between success and failure,
then we can control the fate of high and low prestige. When cultivating
ourselves, we should be aware of our own faults or bad habits, and
resolve to correct them just as in curing a sickness.
Perseverance is an important virtue required to attain success in many
aspects. We should let go of the thought of wishing to receive a reward
or desiring something that we are not entitled to have. It would be quite
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an accomplishment in achieving these teachings to be able to reach
the innate state of “no thought.” As said by Master Yun-Gu, “I know
that you are still unable to accomplish the state of ‘no thought,’ but you
can practice reciting the Zhun Ti Mantra continuously without counting
the number of recitations. When you reach a higher level of constant
mindfulness, you will be able to achieve the level of ‘to not recite when
reciting and to recite when not reciting’. When you no longer give rise to
wandering thoughts, the mantra will become effective and successful.”
My middle name used to be Xue-Hai, which meant “broad learning.” After
receiving these teachings from Master Yun-Gu, however, I changed it
to Liao-Fan, which meant “transcending the mundane.” It signiﬁed my
understanding of the fact that we could create our destiny and that I
did not wish to be like ordinary people, who were controlled by their
destiny. From then on, I approached my life totally differently. I began to
be very cautious and careful in whatever I thought or did. In the past, I
was careless and had no self-discipline at all. Now, I found myself being
naturally respectful, careful and conscientious. I maintained this attitude
even when I was alone. Even when I encountered people who disliked or
slandered me, I could take their insults with a patient and peaceful mind
and did not feel compelled to quarrel with them. The year after I met
Master Yun-Gu, I took the preliminary imperial exam in which Mr. Kong
had predicated I would come in third place. Surprisingly, I came in ﬁrst!
Mr. Kong’s original predictions were beginning to lose their accuracy. He
had not predicted that I would pass the imperial examination at all, but
that autumn, I did! As said by Master Yun-Gu, destiny could be changed.
Now, I believed it more than ever!
Although I had corrected many of my faults, I found that I could not
wholeheartedly do the things I ought to do. I reﬂected within and
found that I still had many shortcomings. For instance, when I saw an
opportunity to practice kindness, I was not eager enough to do it. When
helping others in need, I still had some doubts. I often forced myself to
act kindly, but my speech was still offensive. I could contain myself when
sober. After a few drinks, however, I would easily lose self-discipline and
act without restraint. My faults and offenses were so numerous that they
seemed to outnumber those merits I had accumulated. Overall, it took
me more than ten years to complete the three thousand meritorious
deeds I had vowed to do.
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As I returned to my hometown in the south a few years later, I went to
the temple to pay my respects and dedicate the merits. Then I made my
second wish and that was for a son. I vowed to perform another three
thousand good deeds. In the year “xin-si” I had a son named “Tian-Qi.”
Every time I performed a merit, I would record it in a book. Your mother,
who could not read or write, would use a goose feather dipped in ink and
make a red circle on the calendar for every good deed she performed.
For example, she gave food to the poor or bought living creatures from
the marketplace and freed them in the wild. She recorded all of these
with her circles on the calendar. At times, she could accumulate more
than ten red circles in one day. As we were committed to practicing like
this everyday, we ﬁnally completed the three thousand deeds within four
years. Once again, I made the dedications, this time in our home. Then I
made my third wish and that was to pass the highest level of the imperial
examination. I also vowed to complete ten thousand merits. After three
years, in 1586, I attained my wish and passed the examination. I became
the mayor of Bao-Di County.
While I was in the ofﬁce every morning, I prepared a small book to
record my merits and faults. At night, I burned incense and reported all
my deeds to the heavens at the little altar in the courtyard. Your mother
was concerned when she saw that I had not accumulated much merit. In
the past, she usually helped me in our accumulation of good deeds and
we were able to complete three thousand meritorious deeds. Now, I had
made a vow to complete ten thousand good deeds. Since there were
fewer opportunities to practice them at the government residence, she
worried about how long it would be before my vow could be achieved.
One night I dreamed of a god and told him of my difﬁculty in completing
the ten thousand good deeds. The god told me that when I became
mayor, I reduced the taxes on the farmlands. That was truly a great kind
deed, which was worth ten thousand merits. My vow was already fulﬁlled!
As it turned out, the farmers in Bao-Di County had to pay a very high tax.
When I came to ofﬁce, I decided to reduce the taxes on the farmlands by
nearly half. I, nevertheless, still felt strange and bewildered. I had many
doubts and wondered how a single deed could be worth ten thousand
merits.
At that time, a monk was travelling from the Five Plateau Mountains
and stopped in Bao-Di. As I told him of my dream, the master said, “If
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one does a good deed with such a true and sincere heart, then one
deed can indeed be worth the merits from ten thousand good deeds.
Besides, your act of reducing the taxes in this county beneﬁts more than
ten thousand people.” After hearing his words, I immediately gave him
a month’s salary to take back to the Five Plateau Mountains. I kindly
requested the Master to use the money to offer food for ten thousand
monks and to dedicate the merits for me.
Mr. Kong had predicted that I would die at the age of ﬁfty-three.
However, I survived that year without illnesses even though I did not
ask the heavens to prolong my life. Now, I am sixty-nine. From then on,
I believed that “destiny is only created by oneself.” If one were to say
that good fortune and adversity are all determined by the heavens, then
I would consider that person to be ordinary. I ﬁnally came to understand
that both good fortune and misfortune are all results of our own actions.
These are truly the words of sages and virtuous people.
In short, although we do not know our destiny, we should always
prepare for the worst. Even in times of prosperity, we should act as if
we were not. When things are going our way, we should be aware of
adversity. Even if we were wealthy, we should be mindful of poverty.
When loved and respected by all, we should remain thoughtful and
conservative. When we come from a well-known and respected family,
we should carry ourselves humbly without arrogance. When we gain
a lot of profound and extensive knowledge, we must not display it, but
keep it humbly within ourselves. We should also detect our faults and
shortcomings everyday and to correct them quickly. This will help us
perfect our character. We must manage our time wisely and not let it
slip by in vain. As we put forth diligent effort in our daily work, we could
make gradual improvements in cultivating our morality and virtue.
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Basic Buddhism Guide
What is Buddhism?
Buddhism is a religion to about 300 million people around the
world. The word comes from ‘budhi’, ‘to awaken’. It has its origins
about 2,500 years ago when Siddhartha Gotama, known as the
Buddha, was himself awakened (enlightened) at the age of 35.

Is Buddhism a Religion?
To many, Buddhism goes beyond religion and is more of a
philosophy or ‘way of life’. It is a philosophy because philosophy
‘means love of wisdom’ and the Buddhist path can be summed up
as:
(1) to lead a moral life,
(2) to be mindful and aware of thoughts and actions, and
(3) to develop wisdom and understanding.

How Can Buddhism Help us?
Buddhism explains a purpose to life, it explains apparent injustice
and inequality around the world, and it provides a code of practice
or way of life that leads to true happiness.

Why is Buddhism Becoming Popular?
Buddhism is becoming popular in western countries for a number
of reasons. The ﬁrst good reason is Buddhism has answers to
many of the problems in modern materialistic societies. It also
includes (for those who are interested) a deep understanding
of the human mind (and natural therapies) which prominent
psychologists around the world are now discovering to be both
very advanced and effective.
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Stuffed Tofu with Veg. Shrimp
Ingredients
One box of soft tofu.
5 or 6 pieces of veg shrimp
2 tablespoon of wheat starch
1 tablespoon of corn starch
Pinch of salt and pepper
1 tablespoon of chopped cilantro
½ teaspoon of sesame oil

Sauce
1 tablespoon of cooking oil
1 tablespoon of soya sauce
2 tablespoons of sugar
2 tablespoons of water

Methods
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Blend veg shrimp inside boiling water for a short period of time
Mix together with the veg. shrimp and seasoning to form a paste
Cut tofu into 8 pieces and lay them on a plate
Spoon out some tofu in the center and sprinkle some corn starch
Fill up the tofu with the veg shrimp paste
Steam for 8 minutes then drain the excess water
Heat a frying pan add in oil , soya sauce, sugar, water,
and bring to boil
Spoon sauce on top of tofu and sprinkle cilantro on top
before serving .
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Current & Up-coming Activities
1. Commemoration of Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva
(Guan-Yin) Enlightenment
Date : August 5, 2012
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
2. Dharma Servise for Ullambana Festival and Sangha Day
Chanting The Avatamsaka Sutra
Date : August 19 –Sept 2, 2012
8:00 AM – 4:30 PM
3. Amitabha Thrice Attentive Chanting Service
Date : September 2, 2012
2:00 PM – 6:30 PM
4. Celebration of Guan Shih Yin (Akalokiteshavara)
Bodhisattva Renunciation
Date : October 28, 2012
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
5. Chanting The Past Vows of Ksitigarbha (Earth Store)
Bodhisattva Sutra
Date : December 1 – 22, 2012
3:00 PM – 5:45 PM
6. Year End Services for Repentance Sutra of the
Leung’s Emperor :
Date : December 23- 30 ,2012
9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
7. Amitabha Thrice Attentive Chanting Service
Date: December 30 ,2012
2:00 PM – 6:30 PM

   ! 
EVENTS

 
TIME

Avatamsaka (Hua-yen) Sutra

Every First Sunday

Samadhi Water Repentance

Every Second Sunday

1 day Avatamsaka Retreat

Every Third Sunday

Bhaisajyaguru (Medicine Buddha)
Repentance

Every Fourth Sunday

Diamond Repentance

Every Fifth Sunday
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TO SUPPORTT

The A
Th
Avatamsa
Please ll in the following information to make monetary donation to support the ABLS Newsletter.
First Name:___________________

Last Name:___________________

Address: ___________________________________________________
City: ______________________ State:________

Zip: ____________

Phone:_____________________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________
Donation Amount: $__________________________________________
Please mail this donation form along with a check payable to : ABLS
We will mail your receipt back to the address you provided above.
All donations are tax deductible.
Avatamsaka Buddhist Lotus Society
50 South Main St.
Milpitas, CA 95035
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